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Create A Website That Makes You Money 

   To get your website right now go to IncomeActivator.com.  

You can begin NOW and refer to this book as you go or keep reading. 

 

 

 

Income Activator tells you how to make money online                                
through your own personal recommendations, and gives 
you a ‘ready to go’ website to make it happen!                                                                                                       

 

http://www.incomeactivator.com/
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Your Opinion Has A Market Value 

                                 

                                                         

Making money online ‘By Telling People Where To Go’ is a dream 
come true for many of us. 

Through your own experience you can be paid for giving advice. You 
may even become an authority that people go to get the best information 
or advice. You can have people flocking to your website to see which 
companies offer the best services or who to buy from. 

You do it every day. You may recommend the best painter to use, which 
lawyer or accountant to go to, or where to get the best deals on 
whatever. But you never get paid for it. Now you can.  

                               

Who Benefits 

Internet Marketers - You now have complete control over your website. 
No webmasters or add on programs necessary. 

Newbies - You can create a website that makes you money online even 
if you’re a one finger typist. 

Website Owners – You can instantly activate additional revenue 
streams on your own website today. 

Parents & Students - You can operate your own business on your own 
schedule, and make money online without selling a thing. 

Jobless & Seniors - Easy step by step videos show you how you can 
share your knowledge with the world and get paid for it. 

Artists & Musicians & Trades People - Display your talents, while 
earning referral revenue. Selling your stuff is a bonus. 

Social Media Addicts - Simply apply everything you’re doing right now 
to this program and you’ll make a shocking amount of money. 

The Shy - You can begin to make money online right now without ever 
having to talk to anyone. 

Computer & Internet Illiterate – Being unencumbered by knowledge 
allows you to get it right the first time. You have a ready to go website to 
begin generating revenue right now.  
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You Tell People Where To Go…                           
All The Time… Now Get Paid For It Online. 

You can package your knowledge on any topic, in any industry, and be 
paid by companies for referring people to them.  

It works like this. Imagine an accounting firm paid you $40 every time 
you recommended them. The Internet allows you to get paid just like that 
for your recommendations, Big Time!  

Sending leads to companies that pay you is a truly wonderful way of 
making money online. People and companies around the world are using 
this business model to make money right now. It’s not a secret formula, 
and it’s easy to implement. This book tells you how it works and you get 
the website to make it happen. 

. 

Your Website Features 

 

You have a ready to go website that includes: 

Unlimited Website & Mobile Pages 

Pictures & Videos & Links 

Search Engine Optimization 

Forms & Surveys & Data Collection 

Auto-Responders & Unlimited Email Messaging 

Visitor Commenting & Member’s Sections 

Online Store & eBook & Product Creation 

Social Networks & RSS Feeds 

Marketing Strategies 

            Proprietary Pay Per Click & Referral Programs                                       

You can create pages and forms simply by typing in want you want, or 
you can work in HTML. You can add pictures, links and videos with the 
click of your mouse. The marketing section of your website program 
steps you through the process of creating a website that makes you 
money with ‘how to’ videos and screenshots. 
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Chapter 1 

               

      The Formula to Making Money Online  

                                         Send Leads  

                                         To Companies  

                                          That Pay You 

 

Here’s how the formula for making money online works; 

1.  Identify the keywords people are using for online searches.  

2.  Create content related to those keywords. 

3.  Make money by sending visitors to companies that pay you. 

If you have more pages, you get more traffic.                                                                
If you have more traffic, you make more money. 

 

                Content Websites – THAT’S IT!   

This is responsible for generating BILLIONS of dollars on the web right 
now. And this business model is never going away!   

The entire Internet is made up of CONTENT. There 
will always be a NEED for content and therefore 
always a way to make money from it. 

Call it Virtual Real Estate, Content Websites, or 
Authority Websites.  

Whatever you want to label it, it's what makes the 
entire Internet work. 

This Is A HUGE Opportunity For You To Build A Business Around 

You might already be making money from it as thousands of people are. 
But if you aren't, or you want to greatly grow what you're already doing 
then you’ll need to consider having a website incorporating Referral 
Revenue Streams.  
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Identify The Keywords People Are Using For Online Searches 

                                                                                                                        
New websites are being created every day that 
end up ranking #1 on the search engines for 
their search terms, also known as keyword 
phrases.  

When you identify and target your website to a 
specific search term, your website will be 
indexed by the search engines for that keyword 
phrase, and displayed to people doing online 
searches.  

Search engines need people to create websites to be included in their 
index. That's how they exist. There are 100’s of search engines, such as; 
Google, Yahoo and Bing displaying websites to people doing online 
searches.  

                Create Content Related To Those Keywords 

 

When you identify the main keyword phrase 
people are searching for that applies to what 
your website’s about, you create content related 
to those keywords.  

You target certain keywords and create original 
content around those keywords.  

The key here is GOOD content, not garbage.   

 

    Make Money By Sending Your Visitors To Companies That Pay 

 

Big companies build their entire business 
around this simple 3 step process of identifying 
the keywords people are searching for, create 
content related to those keywords, and 
monetize their pages with company pay 
models.                   

They make money from pay per click links, 
referral forms, and affiliate links. 
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                     More Pages, More Traffic, More Money 

 

If you have more pages, you get more traffic. If you have more traffic, 
you make more money.  It’s the ABCs of Internet marketing. 

A.  If you have more pages, then you have      
more content that gets indexed. 

B.  If you have more content that gets 
indexed, then you get more search traffic. 

C.  If you get more search traffic you make 
more money. 

That's it.   It's Not Rocket Science. 

 

                Then WASH, RINSE & REPEAT Every Day 

 

Search engines visit websites that are updated regularly and index their 
pages to be displayed for online searches ahead of websites that are 
rarely updated.  

               This Business Model Is Never Going Away 

                                                                                                                    
If you want to build a rock-solid, long-term business online then build a 
content website where you send your visitors to companies that pay you 
for your leads.  

In 10 years from now you'll be reading an article about what makes 
money online and content websites which send visitors to companies 
that pay you for your leads will still be one of the greatest ways to do it.  

 

                                     Earning Potential  

 

Leads are used by businesses all the time, but 
people either ignore it or just don't understand 
it enough to realize how TRULY GREAT leads 
really are. 
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Every BIG Company Was Once A Small Company  

Take these 3 companies for instance;  

1.  DEMAND MEDIA - They went public and are now worth $2 Billion.  

2.  ASSOCIATED CONTENT - Yahoo bought them for $100 Million. 

3.  HUFFINGTON POST - AOL bought them for $315 Million. 

What do all of these big money companies have in common? 

They're all using the same business model that YOU can use too.                                                                                                                   

                                                                 

Hi, I'm Lee Romanov. In 1995, I began making 
money online by sending leads to companies that 
paid me. I created a comparison guide for insurance 
rates called InsuranceHotline.com, and made 
millions of dollars throughout the years.  I was 
approached by Torstar, one of Canada's largest 
media corporations who bought my business and 
paid me handsomely for it.  

After the sale, I created a website builder called 
Income Activator and incorporated all the revenue 

programs I used to make money online. Now, it’s available to you. 

Like all of us wanting financial security, and a better life, I had also 
turned to books like; 'Think And Grow Rich' and ‘The Secret'. What I 
discovered is that these books only gave you half the formula to 
becoming financially secure and how to achieve a better life. 

While Positive Thinking is 
one thing, an Action Plan is 
the critical component that 
seems to have been set 
aside.  

This book gives you both. 
You get the strategy and the 
ability to put what you learn 
into action.  

It’s a GAME CHANGER that 
can launch you into financial 
independence offering you a 
better and more meaningful 
life.  

http://edge.affiliateshop.com/public/AIDLink?AID=127393&BID=12997
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                          Chapter 2                                                       

               

     Be Paid By Telling People Where To Go                                               
                                                                                                                        
…  .You Don’t Have To Sell A Thing To Make Money Online  

                                                                                                         

You don’t even have to talk to anyone to start your own lucrative referral 
business, which you can operate from anywhere in the world and at any 
time.   

Here are the 3 proven business models where you can start sending 
leads to companies that pay you today. You can make money through 
pay per click links, referral forms, and affiliate links.  

    Pay Per Click Links – Referral Forms – Affiliate Links 

                                                                       
Pay Per Click Revenue 

This is when you’re paid by a company when 
a visitor from your website clicks on a link 
and is sent to the company’s website.  

                                                             

                                                         
Referral Revenue 

This is when you’re paid by a company 
when a visitor from your website 
completes a referral form to get the 
company’s contact information. 

 

                                                                                                                                                    

Affiliate Revenue 

This is when you’re paid by a company 
when a visitor from your website is sent 
to the company’s website and makes a 
purchase.  
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.                           Pay Per Click Revenue  

                                                                                                                    
You have two ways of earning money through pay per click links. 

1. Google - Click Revenue - You can run 
Google Ads on your website, where Google 
pays you 68% of the click revenue they receive 
from their advertisers.  

2. Income Activator - Click Revenue - You 
keep 100% of the click revenue by having your 
own advertisers.                                                                                       

                  Google Pay Per Click Revenue  

                                                                                                                                                                                          
.                                                                                                                 
You can make money just like the search engines do by adding the 
Google advertiser ads to your website. Google pays you 68% of what 
their advertisers pay them when a visitor from your website clicks on an 
ad. The best part, which most people love, is that you never have to 
speak to anyone to place the Google ads on your website. 

                             Add Google Ads On Your Website 

All you do is register with Google’s AdSense program online. It’s free to 
register and participate in this program.  

When you get your website, the marketing section shows you how to 
register, get approved, and how to activate Google’s ads on your website 
with the click of your mouse. It takes only a couple of minutes to register 
and you’re usually approved within a couple of days. You can have 
Google send you a check or transfer the money straight into your bank 
account. 

There are other pay per click advertising companies you can register 
with such as; Yahoo.com, Adbrite.com, and Chikita.com. Your marketing 
section lists several other companies that also offer pay per click 

advertising programs. However, I recommend Google 
as I know for a fact they will pay you.  

They even sent a check to my dog, before I corrected 
that little problem. It was an honest mistake. I entered 
my dog’s name in instead of mine for Google Ads to 
run on his website WhoLetTheDogIn.com. 

http://www.wholetthedogin.com/
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                                     Online Searches 

The advertiser ads that would be displayed on your website are the 
same ones you see when you do a search on Google.com.  

For example, when you type in a search term such as 'Donating A Car' 
into Google's Search Box, the search results are displayed.  

                                  

 

                                   Google’s Search Results  

Google instantly searches for websites that have ‘keywords’ in their 
content that relate to, or match the ‘search term’ entered. Then Google 
displays descriptive links that lead to Advertiser’s websites and Organic 
websites. You can see the keywords in bold text that are considered a 
match to the search term entered, i.e. Donating A Car. 

Advertiser Ads - Advertisers decide when they want their ads displayed 
based on the keywords entered. Advertisers pay Google when their ad is 
clicked on and the person is sent to their website. 

Organic Search Results - Organic search results are displayed based 
on the keywords and relevant content related to or match the search 
term entered. The description is pulled from a website’s page that’s most 
relevant to the search term entered. There is no fee to appear in the 
organic search results. 

http://www.google.com/
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               Why Google Shares Their Revenue With You 

                                                                                                                  
Google allows you to have their advertiser's 
ads on your website for free, and pays you 
because they’re really generous. Oh yes, 
and it’s also financially in their best interest 
to do so. Actually, 80% of people doing 
online searches click on the organic search 
results, instead of Google’s advertiser ads. 

This is because most people are savvy to the fact that these are ads. 

When Google allows you to have their ads on your website they get 
another place to advertise which greatly increases their click revenue. 
Plus, it’s much better for Google’s advertisers. A lead from a website 
where someone has found what they searched for is a far better lead 
than a random click on Google’s Search Results by someone who is still 
searching. 

                                       

                                         Google Ad Choices 

To view what Google ads look like on a website page go to 
WhoLetTheDogIn.com and click on pet stories or funny videos. This is 
my dog’s website (If he wants steak… he can earn his own click revenue 
to pay for it!). 

You can choose to have text links like this;  

 

Or banner ads like this; 

You can even block ads from advertisers you don’t want appearing or 
are competing with you. Generally, text links look like 'resource' links and 
tend to be clicked on more often than banners.  

 

        

http://www.wholetthedogin.com/6885/Bull-Terrier-Cat-Chase.htm
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Creating A Website Page That Makes You Money 

You have a ‘ready to go’ website that you can customize yourself on any 
topic. It can be from your own experience, knowledge or even about 
something you’re interested in. All you do is type what you want to say 
into your website’s pages.  

Each of your website pages come with an opt-in form for your visitors to 
enter in their names and email addresses who want to be in contact with 
you. You can add your Google Ads, pictures, videos, and links with the 
click of your mouse.  

Google pays you when a visitor from your website clicks on an ad. 
Here’s an example of a website, WhoLetTheDogIn.com with Google ads 
display on the top and bottom of the page. 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.wholetthedogin.com/6900/Elephant-Loves-Dog.htm
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……………….………The Proof You Need  

Running Google ads on your website is an amazing way to prove to 
yourself that ‘you are worthy’ of an advertiser to PAY you for your visitor 
leads. This should empower you to consider adding your own advertisers 
too. 

You may even find when advertisers see Google ads running on your 
website they’ll call and want to advertise directly with you. You can easily 
accommodate this and quite possibly double your revenue at the same 
time! 

                                      Sharing Revenue  

Any time you have a middleman that 
stands between you and your revenue 
stream you make less money and are 
subjected to the middleman’s way of 
doing business.    

Google only gives you 68% of the click 
revenue, and they’re using your website 
space to advertise.  

So let’s say you made $680 from 
Google’s ads in one month. If you 
received 100% of the click revenue you 
could have made $1,000. 

In other words, with a little effort you could potentially increase your 
monthly revenue by 32%. 

                             Get Your Own Advertisers  

                                                                    
Your Income Activator pay per click 
programs allows you to keep 100% of 
your revenue. 

Even better, you can set your own pay 
per click rates. 

Plus, you can run both your Google Ads 
and your own pay per click programs at 
the same time.  
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                                                      …  …………..                                                                                                     
.                                  Google’s Limitations 

                                                                                                                      
Google ads are a great way of making money online, but you need to 
beware of the limitations, aside from the revenue split. They are; 

1. Visitor Personalization Displaying Unrelated Ads 

2. Can’t Encourage Clicks 

3. Can’t Track Advertisers 

4. No Ad Flexibility 

5. No Idea What Is Being Advertised  

                                                                                                                                   
.         Visitor Personalization Displaying Unrelated Ads  

Google personalizes the ads a visitor sees on 
your website based on the person’s previous 
search history.  

This often doesn't match what your website is 
about which will reduce the number of clicks. 
For example, if your website is about skiing 

and the person visiting your website is a chef, then food ads may appear 
on your skiing website for this specific visitor. This person would be more 
inclined to click on a skiing ad for Whistler when going to a website about 
skiing then an ad about a food blender.  

Ideally you want to have advertisers that compliment what your website 
is about. For instance; if your website is about relaxation you may look 
for an advertiser who sells relaxation CDs online, rather than one selling 
strobe lights. Having complimentary advertisers on your website will 
increase your clicks, and make you more money.  

 

Can't Encourage Clicks            

Google has to protect itself against fraudulent 
clicks because their advertisers would stop 
advertising if the clicks and visitors were fake. 

You’re told not to encourage your visitors to 
click on the ads. Google also tells you to not 
even 'test' the click ads to see if they're 
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working, as an advertiser gets billed for your tests. You need to be 
careful about this.  

If Google feels that the ads on your website are receiving 'fake' clicks 
they’ll remove their ads from your website. This leaves you with little 
control over your revenue stream if it can be taken away by a rogue 
clicker! So be careful. 

When you have your own advertisers you can test your links, encourage 
clicks, and be in control of your own revenue.  

                                                                                                                                    
.                               Can’t Track Advertisers   

You don’t know which of the Google advertiser 
ads are being clicked on that are making you the 
most money. Therefore you don’t know the kind 
of content you should be focusing on to increase 
your click revenue.  

When you run your own ads with your own 
advertisers you know which ads are being 
clicked on, and which are not creating revenue. 
You can then get rid of the ads that are not 
working and focus on the ones making you the 
most money.  

                                                                                                                              
4.                                   No Ad Flexibility  

Google provides you 
with text links and 
banners. Often these 
are ignored as visitors 
have become aware 
these are ads.  

You can customize 
the look and feel of 

your pay per click links and banners and put them anywhere you want on 
your website. They can appear as simple text links in the middle of your 
page content or be built in as the main focus of your website.  

This increases the number of clicks and ultimately the amount of money 
you make.  
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No Idea What’s Being Advertised 

Using Google ads can be risky as you don't 
know their advertisers. They may give lousy 
service, be in direct competition with you, or 
have a bad product which may reflect poorly 
on you. 

I looked at a friend’s website and there were 
all these sexy, over the top dating ads. She 
had no idea these were appearing on her 

website. And just to make it clear, this had nothing to do with ‘my 
personalization’. I’m not into this stuff! You can view websites without the 
personalization filter using the ‘In Private Browsing’ feature in your 
browser.  

With your own advertisers you should have a better idea as to the quality 
of their products or services. Money is one thing; however providing 
quality referrals is the most important. It's all about being a trusted 
authority and giving people good information, and protecting them from 
bad suppliers. 

                                                                                                                               
.                        It’s Not Hard To Find Advertisers 

 

Advertisers are everywhere.  

Look in the newspaper, listen to your radio, 
watch TV or search online. In chapter 5, I show 
you how you can find companies that are 
already using pay per click advertising and how 
much they’re paying per lead.  

You probably know people that have their own businesses that would 
pay you to send them visitor leads from your website.              

I started by asking my friends, and people I knew in business if they 
knew who would be interested in receiving new customers? Can you 
think of anyone in business that would say no to that?  

More and more advertisers are switching their advertising budgets to 
online opportunities as the Internet has left traditional forms of 
advertising like the Yellow Pages in the dust. Grab an old copy of the 
Yellow Pages and call these advertisers!  
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One Advertiser Will Do 

                                                                                                                                            
You might think that you have to call gazillions of advertisers just to get 
one. You don’t. Every company needs leads. I started by sending my 
visitors to one advertiser, known as a referral company that paid me for 
my leads.  

That’s it. That’s how you start. One advertiser does it. 

It wasn’t until my first advertiser started writing monthly checks in excess 
of $30,000 that I thought I should get more advertisers just in case my 
only one decided to leave.  

They never did, they just kept on wanting more and more leads. And why 
would they? It’s a guaranteed visitor. They can’t get that through radio, 
TV, or newspaper advertising.     

                                The Bar Is Low – Walk Over It 

Google’s pay per click leads has set the bar really low when it comes to 
sending advertiser’s good qualified leads. It’s not their fault. It’s just that 
their pay per click model can’t always deliver the highest quality of leads 
to advertisers from people doing random searches online. Plus, if Google 
ads are running on your website, you can’t recommend to your visitor to 
check out an advertiser because you don’t know what ads they’re 
seeing.  

                                                                                                                   .                        
.       Opportunity Isn’t Knocking - It’s Banging The Door Down  

 

This allows you the opportunity to approach advertisers who are using 
the search engines to get their leads and offer them better qualified leads 
through your own pay per click service. You can provide the advertiser 
with better ad positioning, less competition from competing advertisers, 
and a personal recommendation to your visitors to check them out. Many 
advertisers will welcome the opportunity to receive higher quality leads.  
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.            Income Activator Pay Per Click Revenue  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

You can earn revenue from your own pay per click ads and your Google 
ads at the same time. You can make your ads look identical to your 
Google ads and also incorporate them into your website as resource link. 
As your own advertisers start making you more money than your Google 
ads, you’ll know it’s time to switch. 

Here’s an example of the Google Ads (1) and your Income Activators 
pay per click ad (2) running together. Kids can even make money too! 
Check out Marlee's website, MarleeArt.com.  

                                                                                                                          
Get Your Kids Involved 

Once your child sees that they can earn their 
own money from the skills they've developed 
from their Income Activator website builder, 
they'll spend less time on social networks 
and Internet games, and become more 
enthralled by the thrill of Internet marketing. 

http://marleeart.com/9175/Theres-a-Fire-In-My-Heart.htm
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Marlee’s Story 

Marlee was a distracted 12 year old who 
struggled in school. After she started her own 
website and felt proud of the attention she was 
getting for displaying her artwork online, within 
a year she became excited about her online 
accomplishments and her grades soared to all 
As & Bs.  

You need to be 18 years of age to have a Google AdSense account, so 
when you register your own website for a Google AdSense account, you 
can add your child’s website to your account, and you’ll be able to see 
how much money each website is earning.  

Earning Potential For Better Quality Pay Per Click Leads 

You can also charge the advertiser more money than Google by giving 
them better positioning, and build them into your content as a resource. 
With Google, the advertiser is limited to a couple of lines of text and is 
bunched together with their competitors. You can give your advertiser 
priority placement with no limitations on their ad. You can position them 
as a resource, and promote them throughout your website with pictures 
and videos. You can also ask your advertisers to supply you with 
content, pictures and videos that would be of interest to your visitors.  

Here's an example using the website WhoLetTheDogIn.com of 3 pay per 
click links included as an integral part of the page’s content sending 
visitors to get pet insurance. Anyone with a pet interested in comparing 
pet insurance coverage should check this out. 

                                                                                                                                     

 

 

 

 

 

Once your advertiser sees what your pay per click program offers, you 
could easily ask for double what they’re paying for their other pay per 
click ad programs. Back to my previous example, if you made $680 from 
Google’s ads in one month, you could potentially make $2,000 for your 
personal recommendation and better placement on your website! 

http://wholetthedogin.com/pages/4043/Pet-Insurance.htm
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.               The Limitation Of Clicks As Quality Leads 

 

You can also provide a better lead for your advertiser than a visitor 
simply ‘clicking’ to their website. Take Google’s pay per click program for 
instance. If an advertiser like a law firm is paying $60 per click, the only 
information that the advertiser receives from Google is that they had 150 
clicks and they now owe $9,000. They do not know the visitor’s names or 
email addresses to build a list of potential clients to market to and follow 
up with. 

A better lead for your advertisers is when a visitor to your website enters 
in their name and email address to receive the advertiser’s contact 
information. You can then email this information to your advertiser in real 
time. 

Plus, making money from referrals is only getting better. Yeah, I know it 
sounds like a numbers game. I never bought into it myself, until it 
happened to me BIG TIME. When I sold InsuranceHotline.com to 
Torstar, I was charging $5 per lead. Within the year Torstar decided to 
double the referral rate, and didn’t lose an advertiser. Now advertisers 
are paying as much as $40 for that same $5 car insurance referral I used 
to charge them for.  

 

 

                             Referral Revenue 

                              

Referral revenue is generated when you’re paid by a company when a 
visitor from your website completes a referral form to get the company’s 
contact information.  

There are 2 types of referral revenue 
models. 

1. Lead Generation - This is when you 
send ONE lead to ONE company that 
pays you. 

2. Directory Referrals – This is when 
you send ONE lead to MULTIPLE 
companies that all pay you. 

 

http://edge.affiliateshop.com/public/AIDLink?AID=127393&BID=12997
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.                                     Lead Generation  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

A lead is generated when a visitor enters in their contact information into 
a referral form to get the advertiser’s contact information.  

You may think it might be difficult to have people to give you their contact 
information in exchange for your referral company’s contact information, 
but it’s not. When you find a credible resource that can give you reliable 
business contacts you have no problem with giving your contact 
information to get theirs. Finding trustworthy companies to do business 
with is as valuable as gold. 

                                             Held Hostage 

One time, I felt like I was being held hostage to pay a 
webmaster I hired. He wanted me to pay $1,000’s of 
dollars or he’d add a code into my program that would 
corrupt my website and destroy my business. I called the 
police, and they said that they couldn’t do anything, as his 
ransom calls were escalating. I needed the police to pay 

attention, and I needed the ransom calls to stop. So I took matters into 
my own hands and fought back with technology… I call forwarded my 
phone to the police station! As expected the webmaster had a moment of 
clarity and the problem went away. This example alone speaks volumes 
of the importance for getting good referrals.  

                           Website Owners Are Losing Money  

Many people running online businesses focus on trying to sell 
something, and ignore the indirect revenue they can generate though the 
power of their recommendations. There’s a huge amount of money being 
lost if you’re not being paid by companies for referring business to them. 
My mother always said “Never give it away for free!” I think this is what 
she meant. You can simply set up a resource page directing your clients 
and visitors to businesses you recommend. You can integrate Income 
Activator’s proprietary referral programs into your website or blog to send 
leads to companies that pay you. It automatically tracks referrals and 
creates invoices for any industry, worldwide.  

                                     Begin With Who You Know 

You can begin by providing referrals to people from companies you’re 
already recommending in your private life. Advertisers who are using 
Google ads to get their leads are going to love the quality of the leads 
that you can offer them through your referral forms.     
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                                 Give More - Charge More   

                                                                                                                              
This example website; WhatIsMedicalMalpractice.net sends leads to 
lawyers. Law firms pay Google over $60 for visitors just to click to their 
website! Imagine what an advertiser would pay for a visitor who enters in 
their name and email address wanting to be contacted by them?  

 

                                   Completed Referrals                                                                                                                                               

Once the visitor enters in their information into the referral form and 
clicks on the submit button, they’re given the advertiser’s contact 
information.  

You can either send your visitor directly to the company’s website or 
create a customized page featuring the advertiser’s offer, service or 
product and include a link to their website.  

Your advertiser can also login to your website and see their leads and 
how much they owe you. Every lead is tracked, and invoices are 
automatically created. You can also set your own rates and customize 
your own referral forms. 

http://whatismedicalmalpractice.net/
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                                         Email Notification 

                                                                                                                                        
You can then setup your website to 
send an email in real time to one or all of 
the following; 

1. The advertiser with the visitor’s 
contact information. 

2. The visitor with the advertiser’s 
contact information. 

3. Yourself, to let your know you just 
made some money. 

                                              Visitor Emails 

Plus, you’re also capturing your visitor's names and email addresses so 
when you create a new page you can email your list a link to it. Here’s an 
example of a page about ‘Assembling Evidence’ that combines a referral 
form for leads and Google ads.  
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                            Earning Potential For Leads 

                                                                                  

A referral is billed when your visitor 
completes your referral form and is shown 
your referral company’s contact 
information, or is sent to their website.  

 

 

                      A Referral Is NOT Contact Information 

A referral is NOT based on the 
information your visitor enters into 
your referral form because people 
often give fake information, but still 
contact the referral company.  

I can’t count the number of times 
Donald Trump completed my referral 
form to get the insurance company 
contact information and still turned 

into a viable lead. You’ve probably entered in fake contact information 
yourself when asked to supply your email address. This didn’t mean you 
weren’t interested, it just meant you weren’t sure what the company was 
going to do with your email address. 

With this in mind, it’s beneficial to you to tell your visitors that you’ll be 
sending their information to the referral company, on their behalf, so 
they’ll know who they are when they contact them, and that you’ll keep 
them updated with good information too. 

Advertisers, like law firms, are paying Google $60 per click. A person 
completing a referral form should be worth at least double what a click is 
worth. That means 100 referrals could be potentially worth $6,000! 

In Chapter 5, I’ll be telling you how you can find out which companies, in 
any industry are advertising with Google, how much they are paying per 
click, and how to approach them to advertise on our website.  

 

For people rushing for the answer,        
you can find out this information                  
using Google’s Keyword Planner. 
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.                          Directory Referral Revenue  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                         
Directory Referrals, in my mind, can be 
the most profitable. 

This is when a visitor to your website 
completes a referral form and is 
presented with a list or directory of 
advertisers that can help them.  

You can send your leads to multiple 
advertisers at the same time and be 
paid by all advertisers for the same 
visitor lead.  

                                                                                                   

                       One Lead - Multiple Advertisers = BIG Money  

                                                                                                                               
A Directory Referral program allows you display several companies at 
once to your visitor. When a visitor to your website completes your 
referral form they’re shown a listing of all your referral companies. 
There is no limit to the number of companies you can display.  

This is a better alternative for companies then paying a monthly fee to 
advertise on a website because they don’t pay unless a visitor enters in 
their contact information to get theirs.  

This referral model is also perfect for contractors, graphic designers, 
rental companies, photographers, interior designers, and so forth. 
Receiving referrals is very lucrative for businesses.  

For instance, my brother was buying leads from a referral service for $25 
per lead. There were numerous other competitors paying for the same 
lead too, exactly like a directory referral program.  

His business averaged about $100,000 a year, but it jumped to $350,000 
when he went from cold calling to buying leads.  
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This example website; BestPricesForPainting.com send leads to painting 
contactors when a visitor describes the painting job they want quoted. 
When the visitor enters their description of the painting job, and clicks on 
the submit button, they’re shown a list of painters and their contact 
information.   

                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                               

Directory Of Referrals 

You can have as many 
referrals companies as 
you want. You can even 
charge different rates for 
each referral company.   

  Email Notification 

An email is sent to all 
companies in real time, 
and another email is sent 
to the visitor with the 
company’s contact 
information. You can also 
send an email to yourself 
telling you that you just 
made money! 

 

http://bestpricesforpainting.com/
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.                 The Earning Potential For Directory Referrals 

                                                                                                                        
If you have 10 advertisers, each paying $10 to bid on the job, then each 
visitor referral is worth $100 to the website owner (you!). This means that 
10 visitors have the potential to earn you $1,000. You can do a lot of 
advertising for your website with that kind of revenue model. 

                        Put Your Referral Forms Everywhere  

                                                                                                              

You can even put your referral forms, and your pay per click links on 
someone else’s website or blog, and share the revenue generated just 
like Google does. If you already have a website you can add Income 
Activator’s referral programs instantly. Here’s an example of a page on 
home renovations with a directory referral form for leads as well as 
Google ads. The search engines index every page you create, and it has 
the potential of being displayed to thousands of people doing online 
searches. 
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                                                                                                          .              
..              Leads Provide The Best Bang For The Buck 

You may have an advertiser wanting to try your referral program before 
they agree to pay you.  

It’s your business and therefore it’s your call. You can send the 
advertiser their first couple of leads for free and work towards a 
successful partnership.  

However, referrals are at the top 
of the list for the best return per 
advertising dollar. The advertiser 
doesn't pay unless you give them 
a lead. 

All other forms of advertising like 
radio, TV, and newspaper can't 
even guarantee one lead.  

          Referrals Do  

Advertisers only pay when a visitor clicks on a link to get to their website 
or completes a referral form to get the company’s contact information.  

An ad in a newspaper can cost the advertiser $1,000’s of dollars, a radio 
ad can double that, and a TV ad can triple that, all with absolutely no 
guarantee of a lead. Yet companies keep paying for this type of 
advertising, because they have sales budgets that need to be spent, 
and no one has offered them a better alternative, until now.  

                           Referral Companies Stay  

Referrals are the best form of advertising that a company could ever 
invest in. If they don't like your leads, they can go away... but they won't! 
I know this because I lived it. I sent 1,000’s of leads to 100’s of 
advertisers and rarely did I ever have an advertiser leave.  

After selling InsuranceHotline.com to Torstar 
the new manager was paranoid that the 
advertisers would leave and was turning 
himself into knots trying to accommodate their 
every wish.  

This was probably because he came from a 
newspaper background where advertisers 
were there one day and gone the next. 

http://edge.affiliateshop.com/public/AIDLink?AID=127393&BID=12997
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I told the manager to tell the advertisers “If you don’t like it, leave.” He 
was shocked at my obvious lack of ’advertiser appreciation’. Six months 
later, I overheard him on the phone telling an advertiser “If you don’t like 
it, leave.” They never leave. 

                               No Sales Force Needed 

I didn't need a sales force because referrals deliver. Newspapers, radio 
and TV stations have huge sales teams devoted to finding advertisers 
because there’s continual turnover. If these advertisements worked, 
advertisers wouldn’t leave and there would be no need for sales reps. 
Right? 

                               Referrals Are NOT Sales 

Never let an advertiser tell you “I'll only pay if I make a sale.” 

I tried this once, and lived to regret it. At the time I was being greedy.  
I billed my car insurance leads out at $5 each, and instead this advertiser 
said they would pay me $150 for each policy they sold, so I sent the 
company 5,000 referrals. I expected about half of my referrals turned into 
sales. Even if they only closed 1,000 leads, instead of earning $25,000, 
I’d make $150,000!  

They reported NO sales, not even one! But, they didn’t want to stop 
the referral program and went back to paying me $5 per lead. I was 
confused, if they weren’t making any sales, why stay on the referral 
program? Then they offered to BUY my business from me! Okay, I get it. 
They were the ones being greedy by not reporting their sales to me. 
Then they tried a HOSTILE takeover of my company that landed in the 
courts, where I was awarded $350,000 and the president got fired! 
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Never base your referral revenue on a company’s ability to sell or 
honestly report on their sales to you. If Google, the newspapers, radio 
and TV stations don't get paid based on sales, you shouldn't have to 
either. Walk away from this kind of advertiser.  

There are plenty of advertisers that would jump at the chance to get 
quality referrals.  

If you have Google Ads running on your website, point them out to your 
advertiser and tell them that all these companies are paying for a click. 
What you’re offering is much better positioning and you can build them in 
as recommended resource within your website. 

                                                                                                                                                 

.                                Affiliate Revenue  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Affiliate companies pay you for sales.  

Affiliate Partnerships - This is when a 
company pays you when a visitor from 
your website clicks on a link and is 
sent to the company’s website and 
makes a purchase. 

Income Activator’s Affiliate Program 
- You’re paid $30 when a visitor from 
your website registers for their own 
Income Activator website. 

                                                                                                                                                 
.                                   Affiliate Partners  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

With affiliate products or services you have to depend on a company’s 
ability to sell and report their sales honestly to you before you’re paid. 

For this reason, you do NOT want to 
use affiliate partnerships as your main 
revenue model. However, it is 
advantageous to use affiliate products 
and services as a secondary revenue 
stream throughout your website.  

You can do this by featuring affiliate 
products and services that are 

complimentary to what your website is about, and feature them in various 
website pages alongside your primary revenue stream.    
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.                   Finding Products Or Services To Sell  

                                                                                                                  
There are 1,000’s of manufacturers in all industries who have products or 
services available for you to promote for online sales.  

Commissions vary between affiliate companies. Information and 
downloadable software products have commission rates average 
between 50% and 75%, where products or services usually bring in 
commission rates between 5% and 10%. 

You can search on Google for the type of products or services you want 
to sell. When you find the company selling it, you can call them directly. 

Many of these companies also have their 
own affiliate program allowing you to sign up 
on their website to promote the sale of their 
products or services. .      .             ..                                                     
..     ..     .                                                    .             
….            Consolidators 

                                                                          
There are also companies that have consolidated 1,000’s of affiliate 
partners under one umbrella where you can go and select the kind of 
products you want to promote. Three popular consolidators are; 
ClickBank, LinkShare and Commission Junction.  You then login to your 
consolidators or affiliate partner websites to see your sales. 

 

ClickBank.                                                                                                               
 

ClickBank – ClickBank sells information and downloadable software 
products with commissions ranging between 40% and 75%. You can 
register for free for ClickBank and be accepted immediately to sell any of 
the products from the companies they represent.  

To register you simply go to ClickBank.com. 

Here’s an example of a software product, 
offered by a company under the ClickBank 
umbrella, which monitors a child's activities 
on the web. It also protects against online 
predators. It’s called PC Tattletale Software. 

The Tattletale software costs $70.88       
and the website owner receives 51%              
in commission.  

http://www.clickbank.com/
http://22276ii7pkmbsoe495ljx4-v26.hop.clickbank.net/
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.                 Capture Your Visitor Contact Information 

                                                                                                               
Affiliates provide you with banners or tracking links you can easily copy 
into your website. When a visitor clicks on it, and is directed to your 
affiliate, it tracks if a sale has been made. 

Tracking links can usually track returning visitors for weeks or months 
and you can still receive a commission if they return to make a purchase. 
You should ask your affiliate partner the time frame that they attribute the 
sale to you for returning visitors.  

Instead of just linking your visitors to the affiliate’s website, you have the 
option of creating an opt-in form to collect their names and email 
addresses and then link to your affiliate’s website. This allows you to 
build your email list, and track how many visitors you’ve sent to your 
affiliate to the number of sales. 

If sales are low, you can ask your visitors why they didn’t buy. This can 
also keep your affiliate partner honest. Here’s an example of a page that 
combines your opt-in form for affiliate tracking and Google ads.  
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                                    Approvals Needed  

                                                                                                                   
Some affiliate companies have an approval stage to go through. 
Registration is usually free, but it can be a hit or miss on being accepted 
to promote the affiliate’s products or services.  

LinkShare – LinkShare product lines range in commission from 5% to 
10%. To learn more go to LinkShare.com. One of LinkShare's companies 
where you need to be approved for selling their unique product lines is 
SkyMall.com. You may have seen their product lines in magazines on 
various airlines. Approvals are easier to get when you create an online 
store already created.  

Here's an example of SkyMall Products being promoted on the website 
RomanovReport.com using Income Activator’s online store.  

You can easily incorporate your affiliate products into your online store. 
When your visitors click on the 'Buy Now' button, they are sent to 
SkyMall through its tracking link, where your visitor can make a purchase 
and the sale is attributed to you. If you’re promoting an affiliate product 
you should buy it from your own website to make sure your affiliate is 
tracking your sales and to see how the purchase experience would be for 
your visitor. Then, return the item to see how the return process works as 
well. 

http://www.linkshare.com/
http://www.skymall.com/shopping/homepage.htm?pnr=ING
http://www.romanovreport.com/2792/Car-Gadgets.htm
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.               Income Activator Affiliate Program   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

When you go to get your website, you’re automatically approved you as 
an affiliate partner. Your website comes with an Income Activator affiliate 
page which you simply unhide when you want to participate as an 
affiliate partner. You're paid $30 when a visitor from your website 
registers for their own Income Activator website.  

This affiliate page example on the website, BestPricesForPainting.com 
allows your visitors to register for a website right from your computer. 
You also have the option of using an affiliate tracking link that sends your 
visitors directly to the Income Activator website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Business Opportunity 

You can even start your own business by creating websites for people 
through Income Activator's website builder. You’re paid $30 for every 
website that’s registered, plus you can charge what you want to for the 
website and any work you do on it. 

http://www.bestpricesforpainting.com/6536/Income-Activator.htm
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You can set up Google ads, referral programs, affiliate partnerships, and 
even an online store for them. After you finished, your client can login to 
their website and make their own changes without having to pay a 
webmaster to do it for them. You can also give your clients some good 
advice from what you’ve learned in this book and from the tips you get 
from the marketing section of your Income Activator program. 

                                   Compliance Guidelines 

Always check with your federal or provincial guidelines for the advertising 
rules and regulations. In some provinces or states you need to state that 
you receive referral fees. An easy way of doing this is stating on the 
bottom of your front page that you have a business relationship with who 
you’re referring people to. You can say you’re being paid for your leads, 
but you would refer these companies even if you weren’t being paid! 
Don’t be sneaky, you don’t have to. Business is business, and people 
understand that. 
 

                                           Revenue Streams 

 

Be smart and gravitate to where you 
get the most money from your visitor 
leads. You'll have a better chance of 
creating a website that makes you 
money that way.  

You can begin by running Google 
Ads that pay you 68% of what the 

advertisers pay Google and start making money immediately. 

Then incorporate your own pay per click referrals and get 100% of the 
click revenue, one advertiser at a time. 

Ultimately, you’ll want to take your best advertisers and move them 
through your referral programs where you can double and triple your 
referral rate, while spreading your pay per click ads and affiliate links 
throughout your website. 

 

                                                                                                                           
Now you know how to GET RICH… By Telling People Where To Go… 
I’m going to show you how to inject your website into the buying process 
and funnel some of the money that’s flowing through the Internet into 
your pocket. 
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                          Chapter 3                                                       

               

Referral Revenue Verses Sales Revenue 
                                                                                                                   
It is easier to make money online when you’re not selling a thing.  
In fact, this can be done for any topic or industry. You can take from 
your experience, knowledge, or passion and create a lucrative Internet 
business with everything you have right now!  

There are billions of dollars flowing through the Internet every day from 
people buying from companies selling stuff.  You can tap into this money 
by injecting your website into the buying process. 

                        The Online Buying Process  

How It Works 

1. People search for 
information online. 

2. They look for 
recommendations. 

3. Then they buy. 

 

                                                                                                                               
.                         Make Money By Selling Nothing    

When you inject your website into the middle of the buying process, you 
can be paid by companies By Telling People Where To Go…     

                                          
You send leads         
to companies that      
pay you through; 

1. Pay Per Click Links.  

2. Referral Forms. 

3. Affiliate Links.  
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The Power Of Recommendations 

 

Companies that sell online realize the power of recommendations, and 
they are willing to pay for it. There’s no better sales force out there than 
one person recommending to another person where to go. 

                                         

                                      Nielsen Study 

A Nielsen study measured the level of trust people have in certain forms 
of online advertising. Text and banner ads came in last. Trust jumped 
when consumer's posted their opinions online.  

   But trust from recommendations by people hit a high of 90%!  

 

You have the power of providing a company with the most powerful sales 
lead ever… your personal recommendation.  

Here’s how it works. Let’s say I was joining Gordon Ramsay, a well 
renowned chef, at a restaurant in New York that neither of us had been 
to before. When deciding what to order I would ask the waiter for their 
recommendation as opposed to asking Gordon Ramsay.  

Even though Gordon 
knows much more about 
food, it's the waiter's 
recommendation that's 
much more valuable to me 
because he knows the 
menu and what people like. 

That waiter also has a 
vested interest as he has 
to deal with me if his 
suggestion sucked, as 
his tip would too.  

In fact, I would value the 
waiter's suggestion above the restaurant owner's suggestion, as the 
restaurant owner knows what needs to be sold, fast, before it spoils! 

The point here is that your experience can make you a trusted authority 
above the perceived experts. 
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.                                      Trusted Authorities 

                                                                                                                 
Everyone looks to trusted authorities. 

I began being paid for ‘Telling People Where To Go' in the 80s when I 
owned a travel agency. 

People would do their travel research, 
but always asked for the ultimate…   
‘A Recommendation’ before they 
bought their ticket. 

Even when the recommended 
destination would cost them more 
money, they’d pay it.   

Companies pay for recommendations, hence the popularity of 
consultants whose job it is to make recommendations. 

In the 90s when I became involved in the world of insurance, I 
discovered that insurance companies charged vastly different rates for 
the exact same policy. You should check it out yourself by going to 
InsuranceHotline.com.    

Knowing which insurance company had the best rate for my car and 
driving record saved me a pile of money when buying my policy. I knew 
this would save other drivers lots of money too. So I began a rate 
comparison guide and every time I referred a driver to an insurance 
company that had the lowest rate for them, I was paid a referral fee.  

 

                    Referrals Work Because There Is No Risk  

                                                                                                                 
Referrals work because it doesn’t cost the 
consumer anything to check it out and there’s 
usually an upside for doing it.  

Why shouldn't they follow your recommendation? 
There's no risk, there’s no cost, and they don't 
have to actually spend any money. 

In my referral program the visitor had the potential 
of saving $100’s or even $1,000’s of dollars off their insurance rate. For 
the five minutes it took them to check it out, the average driver saved 
around $750. 

http://edge.affiliateshop.com/public/AIDLink?AID=127393&BID=12997
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.             Telling People Where To Go Is Only Getting Better 

When I started I was paid $5 per referral. Today that same referral can 
be worth up to $40 in Canada and upwards of $50 in the US!  

It’s easy to tell people where to go, especially when they’ve landed on 
your website looking for your recommendation of ‘where to go’. When 
you focus on the right target audience you should be able to direct at 
least 50% of the people who land on your website to your referral 
companies.  

Let's say that you get 100 people to your website and you send leads to 
companies for $10 each. If 50% of your visitor traffic follows your 
recommendations then you’ve just made $500. 

                                Selling Online Is Difficult 

Trying to generate revenue by selling online is much harder than 
referring leads to companies that pay you. Companies that pay for leads 
understand this, and know the power of what a recommendation brings 
to the buying process.  

This is the one thing that a company selling online can’t do themselves. 
The only thing they can do is post testimonials but it falls short of a third 
party recommendation. However, this should reinforce in your mind how 
powerfully companies believe in recommendations.  

This doesn’t mean you can’t sell online, it just means that many website 
owners go broke trying. They spend HUGE amounts of money creating a 
website, and $100’s of dollars in monthly charges patching together 
programs like an online store, auto-responders, messaging, search 
engine optimization, plus the cost of webmasters, industry gurus, and 
consultants. Here’s what Jimmy had to say about the process he went 
through trying to figure out how to make money from selling online...  

               

                      A True Story 

Lee, well where should I begin?  

The start is a good place, which takes 
me back over 4 years. After a difficult 
business choice, I left a corporation as 
a Vice President for a growing 
company I had just taken to a national 
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level. I was ready for a change. So at that time the web was my venue. 
I knew from the corporate world you need to invest and watch it grow. 
So invest I did, giving several companies $5,000 to $8,000 to build a 
website for me.  

Everyone had told me that making money online is the hardest $50,000 
job but the easiest million dollar business. Well they were half right. I 
spent 10 to 12 hours a day writing and supporting the websites, 
advertising and buying and spending in excess of $50,000 to ‘sell online’.  

So by this time I was depressed and broke from that venture. I went from 
doing this part time, to sometimes, and eventually I had NO time for it at 
all. Actually in 9 months I never made a dime off the websites.  

Then I saw another 'easy to do' web business. So I called, got the 
information and started this again. I signed up for a $10,000 tutoring 
course. Thinking that with the proper education I can learn what I did 
wrong. Well, in a very short time after that the company was gone and so 
was my money. 

What was wrong was ME trusting others! So I went to the bottom of 
despair knowing that this was more of a challenge that did NOT make 
any sense to me. So I stopped that illusive dream. Yet, as a business 
person, and frustrated with not being able to crack this nut, I still wanted 
to know how to make money selling online.  

Then in the fall I affiliated myself with another online business training 
course. Well now, I thought I had died and gone to cyber heaven. There 
were coaches, online seminars, success stories, this was it for me. I was 
in and going to be the next Internet millionaire.  

Learning how to have a millionaire’s mindset - feeling NOTHING could 
stop me, until after the first month they wanted $3,000, and then an 
additional $10,000 for level 2 training.  

Well, three times bit and really shy, I was not going to pay any more 
money. Thus my coach said that there was nothing more he could do for 
me. So cyber hell is where I left those training eBooks.  

 

                                        Many Go Broke 

                                                                                                                              
From what I can tell, Jimmy spent $68,000+ on webmasters, gurus, 
and advertising, only to go broke be trying to get rich by selling online. 
Unfortunately, many people go through the same thing Jimmy did.  
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                                                                                                              .         
.                        Selling Online Is Very Competitive 

                                                                                                                 
To sell something to someone 
online, they have to land on your 
website at the buying stage.  

Your potential customer will view 
other websites selling what you are 
and compare everything. If they 
land on your website; they have 
to be comfortable with buying 
from you.  

Many websites come across as 'faceless' identities. If your visitor doesn’t 
know who you are, they probably won't buy from you. You're also 
competing with large company websites with huge advertising budgets,   
who are buying leads.  

Selling Online Is Complicated 

You have to have a product or service ready to buy. Your website needs 
to be setup with an online store to take payments, calculate taxes and 
track sales. You may also have to deal with shipping, managing stock, 
returns, and the dreaded customer service issues.  

While your Income Activator website comes with an online store, for 
those who are committed to selling online, you need to know that you 
may only get 1% or 2% of your visitor traffic to buy. This means that if 
you have 100 visitors to your website and you’re selling a $10 product, 
you would only make $10 to $20 in revenue. With this in mind, your 
friend with the referral website that just made $500 should be the one 
paying for dinner and drinks! 

                             Companies Have Sales Budgets 

 Companies have sales budgets set 
aside to buy leads. They know how 
valuable recommendations are to get 
the person to the buying stage and will 
pay for it.  

Professionals such as lawyers, 
accountants, and other businesses will 
pay $20, $30, $50, and more for leads.  
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.   .                  Consumers Don’t Have Sales Budgets 

                                                                                                                                
A buying decision for a consumer 
is personal. Often times they’ll 
have to forfeit buying one thing to 
buy another.  

Plus it’s easy for them to shop 
around, and if they find it on 
another website for a penny 
less… they’re gone.  

Companies have set aside money, a lot of money, to pay for leads.  

                        It's there for the taking, so TAKE IT!  
 

Consumer Pay Model Verses Company Pay Model 

                                                                                                                                 
I didn’t realize how on the money I was with companies paying for leads 
as opposed to trying to get consumers to part with their money until I had 
to switch to a consumer paid model. 

There was a point in time where the insurance companies wanted the 
government to back off and allow them to adjust their rates according to 
their losses. As a protest, insurance companies stopped writing new 
business in the good market with the low rates and drivers with good 
driving records were being quoted rates high risk drivers with multiple 
accidents would pay. A driver that paid $1,500 the previous year was 
now being quoted $6,000. A multi-car policy for $3,000 was now being 
quoted at $12,000! As my visitor traffic soared from 3,000 people a day 
to 10,000. But companies stopped paying for leads. My ‘company pay’ 
model was crashing! So I decided to switch to a ‘consumer pay’ model.  

The driver would see what the rate was, and if they wanted to know 
which insurance company would sell them the policy, they had to pay 
$5 to receive the quote details and the company contact information. 
This came with a money back guarantee. If they didn’t get the insurance 
policy for the rate quoted I would refund their $5. Plus, I was not quoting 
the high risk markets. I was quoting the regular markets. That meant if a 
driver was paying $1,500 for their car insurance they may have been 
quoted even a lower rate. Even though insurance companies were 
refusing to write business and throwing consumers into the high risk 
facility markets, it was illegal for them to deny insurance coverage for a 
mandatory requirement. When the consumer was armed with a printed 
quote, the insurance companies had to write it.  
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At that time I was making an average of $50,000 a month from 
companies paying for leads. Given my visitor traffic had more than tripled 
I expected to be just fine with the ‘consumer pay’ model. In fact, if the 
‘consumer pay’ model preformed as well as the ‘company pay’ model, 
I would surpass $200,000 a month! Instead, revenue from the ‘consumer 
pay’ model fell faster than my chin hitting the pavement with shock. 
I went from $50,000 a month to $3,000 a month.  

I couldn’t, and still can’t 
believe how extremely 
difficult it is to get consumers 
to part with their money 
online.  

I wouldn’t have believed it       
if it didn’t happen to me.  

Yet I look around and see 
website owners struggling online to make money through a ‘consumer 
pay’ model every day. 

    How Much Money Does It Cost To Learn How To Sell Online? 

                                                                                                                                  
Like Jimmy, I also turned to gurus. I went to seminar where people were 
paying $1,000’s of dollars just for someone to tell them how to get the 
consumer to buy. And don’t look at me to tell you how to sell online, 
I couldn’t make it work!  

But I can tell you how to make money from referrals, and it costs 
you nothing! Plus, you’ve got a website to make it happen.     

Fortunately for me, the government and the insurance industry resolved 
their differences and I was able to resume my referral model.   

You don’t need to invest 
$1,000’s of dollars to make 
money online.   

You don’t need to learn how 
to have a millionaire’s 
mindset.                                     

What is that anyway?!??   

All Jimmy or you need to do 
is follow your passion. 
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Chapter 4 

Follow Your Passion 
                                                                                                                          
The only way to do great work is to       love what you do. You have the 
opportunity right now to combine your passion with a lucrative online 
referral business.   

                            Don't Underestimate Your Value 

Your knowledge has a market value.  

You can share your knowledge with 
the world through the Internet, and 
you don't even have to be computer 
savvy to do it.  

Even if you have a website or blog, 
knowing how to monetize your 
knowledge and experience only 
adds to what you’re doing right now.  

Pick a topic you love, something that's in harmony with your talents, 
interests, experience, or passion. It's what you talk about at parties, what 
you do when you have some free time, or what you see yourself doing if 
you won the lottery. 

                                                                                                                              
.  Life Isn't About Finding Yourself - It's About Creating Yourself  

                                                                                                                           
You can be an authority with what 
you know right now, and the Internet 
is a perfect avenue to be heard. 

People need people to stand up and 
tell them what they know. People are 
open to listening to someone giving 
good advice based on their 
experience. Your knowledge and 
advice is an important contribution 
that you can make to the world 
around you.  
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.                                Approval NOT Required 

                                                                                                                      
Don’t let people tell you that you’re 
not qualified. 

I was working in the insurance industry 
at a desk job for a year and wanted to 
get into marketing. The insurance 
company gave me an aptitude test to 
see if I had it in me. 

I flunked!  

Ironically, I later became the voice of the insurance industry fighting for 
the rights of drivers.  

The point here is nothing’s stopping you from doing what you want to do, 
even if it’s a psychological behaviour test saying you’d suck at it. 

        You Have A Market Advantage Over The Corporate World 

                                                                                                                           
You have a HUGE advantage to what you can say over industry 
people. They’re restricted by corporate policy to openly talk about 
touchy subjects surrounding consumer issues. Many professionals 
found speaking out risk their credentials being yanked away by 
medieval advisory boards. 

You can speak out without the fear of being fired. Whenever the media 
needed a comment, they knew I could give it to them right away. To get 
a comment from a large company sometimes took days, if they could get 
one at all. 

                               Credentials NOT Required  

You can be an authority figure simply by 
speaking from experience. You do not 
require any credentials or degrees to be 
an authority.  

Here’s another example. I am by no 
means a doctor; however, I can talk your 
ear off about back surgery.  

The cartilage in my lower back and neck 
slipped out and was pressing against my 
spinal cord.  
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My doctor said I needed surgery immediately. He wanted to fuse my 
neck and lower back and said if I didn’t do it ASAP I could end up as a 
quadriplegic. Let me tell you, fusion is only good when you’re talking 
about sushi.  

I began talking to everyone I knew to see if they were familiar with this 
type of condition and could recommend anyone that could offer me an 
alternative to fusion. A friend of a friend had a similar problem and 
referred me to a doctor in Pittsburgh. This doctor had developed an 
instrument he used for brain surgery and discovered it could also be 
used for removing cartilage compressing against a spinal cord.  

No fusion necessary! I was in for surgery at 7 AM, and at 4 PM I was 
sitting beside the doctor at his computer helping him out with his website. 
Even though I have no medical background, I can recommend Dr. Jho 
and his minimally invasive endoscopic spinal cord surgery all day long! In 
fact, I’ll bet if you have back problems you’re looking at his website; 
DrJho.com, right now! Why? Because I recommended it! 

Report On Information 

Reporting on something you know about can be of great value to others 
too. When I owned InsuranceHotline.com, I told anyone that would listen 
that insurance rates varied by $100’s, even $1,000’s of dollars for the 
exact same policy for the exact same driver. I used every form of 
communication I could find to get my message out there. It’s amazing 
how many free avenues are available for you. In fact, I documented over 
50 ways in the marketing section of your website program. One day I 
pitched the editor of the Toronto Star newspaper a story and instead he 
pitched me on being a columnist!  

http://www.drjho.com/
http://edge.affiliateshop.com/public/AIDLink?AID=127393&BID=12997
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Apparently, the day before, his boss got hit with a huge rate increase 
from his insurance company and was furious! I told the editor I wasn’t 
licensed as a broker, but he wanted a writer that could relate to drivers 
and felt that an industry person would be bias and not address the real 
insurance issues, like rate hikes!  

                             If You Can't Invent It, Improve It  

Pick a topic that you have experience, or knowledge in, and improve 
upon to make life easier for others. Anything where you can provide 
some wisdom and insight into is worthwhile. For example, how to:  

* Be a better parent 

* Survive a crisis 

* Work smarter 

* Get rid of a rash 

* Get a date 

* Look younger 

* Lose weight 

* Gain weight 

 

                    Exploit Your Failures – Don’t Waste Them 

Failure is a major contributor to success. You can’t make this up… 

Walt Disney – He was fired from a 
newspaper for ‘lacking imagination’ and ‘not 
having original ideas’. 

The Beatles – Rejected by Decca Recording 
studios, who said ‘We don’t like their sound’ 
and ‘They have no future in show business’. 

Oprah Winfrey – She was demoted from her 
job as a news anchor because she ‘wasn’t fit 
for television’. 

Steve Jobs – At 30 years old, he was left 
devastated after being unceremoniously 
removed from the company he started, only 
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to become one of the most successful entrepreneurs ever. 

Michael Jordan – After being cut from his high school basketball team 
he went home, locked himself in his room and cried.   

You’ve learned from your mistakes and apparently so did these people.  

And if you think you’re too far behind the learning curve, consider Albert 
Einstein who wasn’t able to speak until he was almost 4 years old, and 
his teachers said he’d never amount to anything.  

You can take what you’ve learned to help others, and make money from 
it to allow you to keep spreading the word.  

Remember Jimmy? He could be telling people that they don’t have to 
pay $8,000 to have a website built for them. Plus, he could make $30 
every time he advised someone to register for their own website by going 
to IncomeActivator.com. 

                                                                                                                         
.                     Going In Blind Has Its Advantages 

                                                                                                                             
I was in the travel business and at the time was thinking of setting up 
rate comparisons for travel. I knew the industry and knew how hard it 
was going to be, so I decided against it. Now look at how many sites 
there are where you can shop for the best airfare or hotel.  

Sometimes, knowing too much is detrimental as opposed to beneficial. 

Instead I decided to do insurance 
rate comparisons, because I was 
‘unencumbered’ by knowledge.  

I started off with travel insurance for 
seniors. It took a lot of time and 
effort, and it flopped. So I tried car 
insurance and it eventually took off. 
Soon after, I was being copied by 

Progressive Insurance, and then dozens of others followed. And you 
wouldn’t believe how many people in the industry said they were thinking 
of doing the exact same thing.  

When you go into an area you know very little about, you can go into it 
with a fresh and different outlook that stands out from the same old thing 
and tired opinions. 

 

http://www.incomeactivator.com/
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.                               Feature Your Talents 

Whether you are an artist, 
musician, or builder you can 
feature your work, and make 
money from it even if no one 
buys your stuff.  

As visitors come to your website 
to view your pages, usually 
there’s a pay per click link that 
will catch their eye. When they 
click on it, you’ll make money.  

Even Marlee, a 13 year old girl is 
making money from links that send visitors to companies that pay her on 
MarleeArt.com.                                                                                                              

 

Obsess Over Your Obsession 

                                                                                                                                                      
It doesn’t just have to be how-to information. A business acquaintance of 
mine pulls in over $50,000 a month from his motorcycle obsession.  He 
doesn’t sell a thing; he just monetizes his website pages with Google 
ads, and affiliate links.  

                                Nothing's Too Funky  

People love to be entertained and to find out more about funky stuff that 
interests them, and you can create a business around any of this.  

A friend of mine has a website on conspiracy theories; she creates a new 
page every day with a video she finds online. Thousands of people go to 
her website, watch the videos and click on her Google ads where she 
pulls in over $30,000 a month just by doing this. She said it took her 
about six months to build this momentum, but she could see it growing 
every week. People look for totally irrelevant stuff online every day. 
They’re addicted to browsing the Internet for things like; crazy dance 
moves, UFO sightings, celebrity blunders, and funny junk like pet rocks 
and geckos. These areas are not considered 'main stream' and have 
huge followings with little corporate competition. 

You can have a website on whatever excites you, as long there are 
people searching online for it.  

http://marleeart.com/9175/Theres-a-Fire-In-My-Heart.htm
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Chapter 5 

.                                                .    

Identify The Keywords Being Searched 
                                                                                                                  
Identifying the keywords people are searching for is the 1

st
 part of the 

formula to making money online. 

 

                       Formula For Making Money Online 

1.  Identify the keywords people are using for online searches.  

2.  Create content related to those keywords. 

3.  Make money by sending visitors to companies that pay you. 

If you have more pages, you get more traffic.                                                                
If you have more traffic, you make more money. 

 

This is the single most important thing you can do to get visitors to your 
website, and have those visitors turn into referral revenue for you  

There are hundreds of search engines out there like Google, Yahoo and 
Bing that millions of people a day are using every second to find 
websites that match their search terms. 

You can get visitors to your website by focusing your website’s content 
on a search term, or main keyword phrase that people are using for 
online searches. 

  

Selecting Your Main Keyword Phrase 

                                                                                                                                           

Selecting a ‘Main Keyword Phrase’ sets the stage for your entire website. 
Think of it as the title of your movie. 

You begin by finding a ‘Main Keyword Phrase’ people are searching for 
online. When people search for that ‘Main Keyword Phrase’, and land on 
your website, you’ll know how to address your visitor traffic, and what 
recommendations to make. 

        Your recommendations are what generate you money. 
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.     Identify The Keywords People Are Using For Online Searches 

                                                                                            
Search engines like Google track what 
people are searching for online, and how 
many times per month the search term 
has been entered.  
 

        Keyword Planner 

Google has a Keyword Planner which you can access for free that tells 
you what search terms people are using and how many times these 
keywords are being searched for per month. 

It also tells you how much advertisers are paying for a visitor to come to 
their website based on specific keywords.  

                                 Collecting Search Data                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

This search data is collected from the people who go to Google.com and 
enter in a search term, or keyword phrase to find websites relevant to 
what they’re searching for.   

 

In this example, I typed in Donating A Car into Google's Search Box. 

                                                                                                                             
.                                  Google Search Results 

                                                                                                                
Google instantly searches for websites that have ‘keywords’ in their 
content that relate to or match the ‘search term’ entered.  

Then Google displays links to websites with the most relevant content 
related to the search term, as well as links to the advertisers’ websites. 

https://www.google.com/
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                                                                                                      .                                   
.                                    Advertiser Websites  

                                                                                                         
Advertisers decide when they want their ads to appear based on 
keywords they select that relate to, or match the search term entered. 
You can see the keywords in the ads that are in bold text are considered 
a match to the search term entered, i.e. Donating A Car. 

                                    Pay Per Click Fee 

 
Google’s search data reports that for the keyword phrase ‘Donating A 
Car’, advertisers are paying an average of $50 per click for a visitor 
referral. A lot of money is spent by companies trying to get visitors to 
click to their website, while competing with their competitors. 

                                                                                                                     
.                                      Organic Searches   

Organic search results are displayed based on the keywords and 
relevant content related to, or matching the search term entered.  

The description is pulled from the website’s page that’s most relevant to 
the search term entered. You can see the keywords in bold text that are 
considered a match to the search term entered, i.e. Donating A Car.  

These are called organic search results and these website owners don’t 
pay for visitors to click to their website. 
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This is ideally where you want to be. This is where you can be when you 
focus your website’s content on a ‘Main Keyword Phrase’ that people are 
searching for online. 

Visitor Traffic 
 

Using another example of a keyword phrase, Debt Consolidation, 
Google’s Keyword Planner reports that approximately 60,500 people 
per month are searching for it. 

Google's Keyword Planner 

You can access the data Google has collected 
from their search results, for free, by using 
Google’s Keyword Planner. 

All you need to do is register for Google's 
AdWords program. The marketing section in your 
Income Activator program walks you through how 
to register and how to use the keyword planner.  

You can enter in any search term you want and it instantly tells you how 
many people have entered in that exact keyword phrase, and shows you 
keywords related to the one you entered.  

Below is an example of how the Keyword Planner works. In this 
example, I entered in the keywords Debt Consolidation. 
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Search Traffic 

 
It shows this keyword phrase was searched for approximately 
60,500 times per month, based on a 12 month average. 
 

                            Approximate Cost Per Click 
 
Under the Suggested bid column, it shows advertisers are paying a cost 
per click (CPC) to Google of around $22.91 when a person clicks on their 
ad to get to their website. These rates vary based on advertisers bidding 
against each other for the lead. 
 

                              Related Keyword Phrases 
 
Related keyword phrases are also displayed below the keyword phrase 
entered in. You should look at the related keyword phrases for additional 
ideas of search terms people use that you may not have thought of that 
get high search volumes. 

 
 

More Keyword Phrases  
 

Here are more keyword 
phrases, the monthly 
search volumes, and the 
approximate cost per click 
that advertisers are paying 
Google. This data is from 
the Keyword Planner. 

This data changes daily 
depending on bid activity 
and seasonal changes. 
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Cost Per Click Amount 
 

Ideally, you would like to decide on a main keyword phrase where 
advertisers are paying top dollar for clicks with a high monthly search 
volume. This is definitely important if you're using Google AdSense as 
your main revenue stream.  

You should look at selecting a keyword phrase where advertisers are 
paying around $10 or more for a visitor lead to be sent to their website, 
rather than the ones that are only paying $1. 

Search Volume 

 
Needless to say it is far better to find 20,000 people per month searching 
for that keyword phrase, than just 100 people.  

As a rule of thumb you should stay away from keyword phrases with 
search volumes in the millions as there’s huge competition from websites 
already focused on capturing those visitors doing those online searches. 
Monthly search traffic between 10,000 and 100,000 a month is a good 
range to stay in. However, traffic volumes that are higher or lower may 
still work depending on your market, and the level of Internet marketing 
expertise you have. 
 
There are also several factors you should consider other than search 
volume such as competition, trends, double meanings, and sexiness 
(kidding). 

Focus On ONE Keyword Phrase 
 

When you know what your visitors 
entered into the search engines to get 
to your website, you know what they 
are looking for.  

This way you can address their search 
inquiry immediately when they land on 
your website.  
 

You only have 3 to 5 seconds to make it obvious to your visitor that they 
have come to the right website, before they click off!  

Another benefit of focusing on one main keyword phrase means that you 
can make all your promotion and advertising consistent and address all 
your visitors the same way. 
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Bouncy Bounce 

 
One of the main reasons people with websites fail to make money online 
is that they don’t focus on one main keyword phrase. Therefore, they 
don't know what their visitors have searched for to get to their website. 
Consequently, they don't know how to address their visitors when they 
land on their website to have them stay and turn into a lead.  

This is why many website owners see huge bounce rates. A bounce is 
when someone comes to your website and leaves within 5 seconds of 
getting there.  

I was at a seminar where the speaker said he 
had over 45,000 visitors per month to his website 
(very impressive), but only a couple of hundred 
generated revenue for him (not so impressive). 
I was shocked that he wasn’t seriously 
embarrassed by these numbers. He was either 
wasting his time (definitely wasting my time) or 
his money getting visitors to his website only to 
have them go away the second they got there.  

He was getting visitors to his website and had no 
idea what they were searching for, and obviously wasn’t giving them 
what they were looking for when they got there. He ended up being just 
another guru trying to sell stuff to wannabe Internet millionaires. 

                                          Niche Market 

You can select a main keyword phrase that 
describes what your website is about, or lead 
with a niche market. 

A niche market is a specific area within a 
market. For instance, if you wanted a website 
on dogs, the keyword ‘dog’ is very competitive 
and your website would probably never be 
displayed ahead of other websites for that 
search term. However, the deeper you go into 
a niche market; you decrease your competition 
level and increase your chances of capturing 

free online search traffic.  

With this in mind, you can focus on a specific breed of dog, like an 
English Bull Terrier and you’ll have a better chance of your website being 
displayed for online searches. 
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This doesn’t mean that your website can’t still be about dogs, it just 
means ‘English Bull Terriers’ is what you lead with on your front page 
with related content to capture free visitor search traffic.  

Naturally, when someone searches for ‘English Bull Terriers’ they will 
expect to see information about English Bull Terriers on your front page, 
but your website can include other pages featuring toys for dogs, 
recommended vets, raw food diets, and funny pet videos. This is a back 
door way of getting into the market you really want to be in and not 
having to compete with the big guys on search terms such as ‘dogs’. 

For example, my website on insurance 
quotes included car, home, life, 
motorcycle, travel, and boat insurance. 
But I focused on a main keyword phrase 
on the search term ‘Lowest Car 
Insurance Quotes’. Once I got that 
search traffic to my website, I could 
funnel my visitors through my other 
referral programs. 

If my main keyword phrase was 
‘insurance’ my website would have never been displayed ahead of the 
competition from the bigger players in the industry focused on that 
keyword phrase. 

Another example of how to use niche marketing would be if you wanted 
your website was about charitable donations. The keyword phrase 
‘Donating A Car’ is a niche market of charities. ‘Donating A Car’ could be 
your main keyword phrase that you focus your website on to capture this 
free search traffic. Then you could expand your pages to include other 
charitable organizations.  

 

                           Long Tailed Keyword Phrases 

                                                            
Long tailed keyword phrases are what 
you should use as your main keyword 
phrase.  

They are a string of three or more 
words and target phrases that the main 
stream markets don't go after.  
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Tap Into Untouched Search Volume 

 
The concept of a long tail keyword phrase is simply to tap into the large 
amounts of search engine traffic using longer keyword phrases, rather 
than the traditional one or two word short tail keyword searches.  

Target & Capture Qualified Visitors 

 

The long tail keywords define exactly what your website is about and 
how you want your website to be indexed under the search engines to be 
displayed for online search traffic. Some examples of long tailed keyword 
phrases are ‘organic dog food’, ‘leather couch repair’, and even more 
specific searches include ‘mesothelioma medical malpractice lawyer.’ 

One word keyword phrases like 'car' are too general. You don't know if 
the person is searching for a new car, car repairs or car insurance.  

One word keyword phrases are also what contribute to high bounce 
rates. You may think that having 45,000 unqualified people to your 
website is better than 1,000 qualified people, but that’s simply not 
true as you can’t measure your effectiveness and improve upon it.  

If 90% of qualified visitors leave your website the second they get there, 
or stay but don’t turn into revenue, you can fix that by tweaking your front 
page. If unqualified visitors don’t turn into revenue, you have no idea 
what to do, other than to focus on getting qualified visitors.  

Every visitor counts and should be making you money when they land 
on your website. If they aren’t, you need to find out why, and fix it. Your 
marketing section shows you additional ways of turning your traffic into 
revenue.   

                                Think Like A Consumer 

 
When searching for a keyword phrase using 
Google’s Keyword Planner, try to think of the 
search term from the consumer's point of view. 
What words would they type into the search 
engine to find websites on that topic?  

Phrases beginning with 'How To' or 'What Is' is a 
good place to start, i.e.; 'How to build a porch', 
'What is the best online school', or 'How to save 
energy'.  
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How To Find Advertisers Using Google 

 
You can find 1,000’s of advertisers already paying for leads by copying 
them into Google and doing a search. You can also find what these 
advertisers are paying for these keywords by using the Google 
Keyword Planner. 

In the below example I searched Personal Injury Lawyer, and I went to 
the Keyword Planner and saw that it receives 12,100 monthly searches 
and a visitor click would cost the advertiser around $81 per lead. 

The advertisers are shown above and to the right of the organic results. 
These advertisers are paying Google a lot of money for just a click. 

If you repeat a search, different advertisers will show up. 

There’s nothing stopping you from calling these advertisers to see if they 
are interested in working with you. 

You can offer the advertiser offer a lower rate, better positioning, and a 
personal recommendation, which leads to better qualified visitors. 

Remember to remind the advertiser that they only pay you when you 
send them a lead, so there’s no risk to give it a try. 
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And don’t worry, Google isn’t going to freak out and cancel their ads from 
your website if you talk to their advertisers. These companies advertise 
in lots of different places; other websites, Facebook, Yahoo, Bing, radio, 
TV, newspapers, and the list goes on. Google’s not going to call you up 
and be mad at you because you’ve taken one of their advertisers ;-) 

High Searches Verses Cost Per Click 

You also have an advantage if you get your own advertisers because 
you can select a main keyword phrase with high search traffic, and not 
have to worry about a low cost per click amount, as you can set your 
own rates.  

For example, if your keyword phrase had 50,000 searches but the cost 
per click was only $2, you could set your own rate at $10. Providing the 
advertiser agrees on the $10 per click amount. 

Ideally, you want to contact the advertisers that are already paying high 
cost per click rates and offer to send them leads.  

Search Volumes & Suggested Bid Values 

 
Google’s Keyword Planner allows you to sort by Suggested Bid which is 
the Cost Per Click (CPC) by clicking on the column title. Below shows 
you related keyword phrases for the search term ‘Personal Injury Lawyer’ 
sorted by the highest Suggest Bid amounts. You can then do a Google 
search for the related keyword phrases to see which advertisers are 
spending upwards of $100 per click for a visitor lead. 
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.                       Ways Of Getting People To Your Website 

 

There are numerous ways of getting visitors to your website; in fact there 
over 50 ways to do this outlined in the Marketing section of your Income 
Activator website builder such as: 

1. Creating YouTube Videos that include a link back to your website. 

2. Creating pages on the main social networks linking to your website. 
These include Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, and LinkedIn. 

3. Sending interesting information to bloggers that write about your 
topic and have them write a post and link back to your website. 

4. Sending interesting information to your local newspaper and offer to 
write an article for them. 

5. Send a text to everyone on your phone’s contact list about 
something interesting on your website, perhaps a new viral video you 
found. 

6. Run a classified ad, or even post to Craigslist or Kijiji. 

7. Contact Podcasts related to your topic and offer to be interviewed. 

8. Send out direct mail, it’s cheap right now and everybody opens their 
mail because no one ever gets it anymore. 

9. Interview somebody that’s familiar with your topic, put it on your 
website and have them link from their website to yours. That way you 
capture their traffic. 

10. Posting on forums related to your topic and include a link to your 
website. 

 

Creating Pages On Related Keyword Phrases 

                                                                                                                    
Once you decide on a Main Keyword Phrase you 
can begin to create content related to that search 
term. 

This is the best way of getting people to your 
website, the more pages you create, the more 
pages are indexed by the search engines such as 

Google, Yahoo, and Bing for online searches. 

These pages never go away and will always bring you search traffic. 
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Below are related keyword phrases sorted by the highest to lowest 
search volumes. Related keyword phrases with high search volumes are 
good for creating additional pages to capture some of its search traffic. 
 

 

 

Search Engine Optimization 

Search engine optimization (SEO) is the process of 
making your pages more visible to the search 
engines so your pages appear higher up in the 
search results related to your content. 

Your Income Activator website builder shows you 
how to give the search engines what they need to index for your pages 
to be displayed for online searches. This is done when you’re creating a 
page.  

You simply enter the ‘search term’ describing the page you’re creating 
and a description you want display that in the Search Results.  

                                                That’s it.  

This is very simple for you to do, however most website owners do not 
even give the search engines a description of their page for online 
searches. There are several reasons for this. It might be too expensive to 
pay a webmaster to describe each page, their website program doesn’t 
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allow for a description to be typed in, or they just don’t know it needs to 
be done. As a result the search engines pull random content from the 
page that matches the search term entered.  

Take the example of the search results for ‘Donating A Car’.  

Look at the difference in pitches between the Advertiser’s links and the 
Organic Results that link to websites encouraging visitor clicks. The 
Organic Result descriptions border on shameful.  

 

The advertiser’s descriptions talk about tax deductions and free towing, 
whereas the organic website descriptions have cut off titles, run on 
sentences ending in dot, dot, dot . . . with sloppy or irrelevant sentences.  

In fact, 80% of people searching click on the organic search result links. 
All you need to do is to provide a better description than the other guy, 
and from what I can see it wouldn’t be hard to do to capture this free 
visitor traffic. 

                                            Free Press                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                 
I’ve done thousands of interviews for the radio, TV, 
magazines, and newspapers worldwide. But, I can 
truly understand that the media can be very 
intimidating for many people. The first time the 
press came to my office I hid behind a door, and let 
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someone else take the interview. I went as far as hiring an actor to take 
my interviews. I soon figured it out that even if I gave a bad interview, it 
was a better interview then one from a bad actor. 

Now, I go after interviews. The point is everything is hard when you’re 
doing it the first time. Even walking! But we have to learn how to walk 
before we run. Keep that in mind whenever you’re trying new stuff.  

                                                                                  
.              Email Story Ideas 

To get exposure all I would do is email 
information that I thought would make for 
interesting stories to the editors of media 
outlets. I got my contacts simply by 
calling up the companies and asking who 
I can send a story idea to. When I got to 
know a few of them, I would ask what 
stories they were working on, and then 
supply them with the information they 
wanted. As a result, my website would 
get credited as a resource and get 
people coming to my site.                    

                                                                     Keep Notes 

I also kept a list of people’s stories, so I could direct the media to these 
people who had experiences that would contribute to the story they were 
doing. When the media knows you can help them find people for their 
stories, you’re the first person they call.  

How To Get On TV 

If you want TV exposure, it’s not that hard to 
do. How I began was by sponsoring a TV show 
on a local network. It was only $1,500 a month 
and for that I would be on air once a week as a 
consumer advocate. 

The network and host will work with you 
because it’s in their best interest to keep you 
as a sponsor.  

From exposure, comes experience, and from 
experience comes opportunities, where I 
landed my own TV show on City Pulse 24 -            
Toronto’s breaking news station.  
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They too wanted an ‘unbiased’ spokesperson to host a show on tickets, 
accidents, insurance and the law. And from my completely unbiased 
perspective I suggested we call the show Insurance Hotline.   

One time I was approached at a party by some, not so eloquent guy, 
who said to me; “You get more free press then anyone I know… who are 
you sleeping with?!?!?’  I replied... “I didn’t realize that was an option!”    

Once the media gets comfortable with you they’ll keep calling. Years 
later, even after I sold my business to Torstar, I was still being 
approached by the media.  

The Globe and Mail, Canada's National newspaper did the same thing as 
the Toronto Star did, and offered me a columnist position writing about 
consumer issues. 

 

                                                                                  .                                     
.                                   Promotional Partners  

                                                                                                                 
Promotional partners are businesses that work together with each other. 
Working with promotional partners is a good way of getting visitors to 
your website, while increasing your search engine optimization.  

All you do is supply online businesses with good information that they 
can put on their website or blog, with a link back to your website.  

Links back to your website tell the search engines your website is 
relevant when other websites link to it, therefore they should display it for 
online searches.  

Your promotional partners could also send out an email to their opt-in 
list. You could offer to share the referral revenue from their visitor linking 
to your page.  
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I had a list of 100,000 subscribers and I was also looking for interesting 
stuff to send my list. And making money from someone else’s hard work 
was always appealing.  

Promotional partners can be found everywhere. I had an appointment to 
get my eyes checked, and the next thing I know I was talking to the 
doctor about night vision while driving.  

We ended up in a promotional partnership where he’d link back to my 
website from his, and I’d send him ‘referrals’ for drivers to get their eyes 
checked out.  

 

                                            Marketing 

In your marketing section there are over 
50 ways on how to get visitor traffic to 
your website for free. These include 
offline techniques which are sometimes 
ignored, like sending out post cards. Old 
strategies that worked extremely well in 
the past, and work even better now...                                       
When was the last time you got a post 
card and didn’t read it?   

All you need to do is pick the strategies 
to more get visitor traffic to your website                                                        
that you’d enjoy doing.  
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.                                    Set Your Goals 

                                                                                                                                                             
.                      You can’t score if there’s no goal.  

If your referral fee is $10 and you want to make 
$1,000 a day, you need 100 visitor referrals a 
day.  

When you focus your website on a search term 
that gets 100,000 searches a month you’re on 
your way to capturing 100 visitors a day. 

When you combine search engine optimization 
like page descriptions and back links your visitor 
traffic will continue to increase.  

Any offline strategies like sending story ideas to 
the media also helps to capture targeted traffic 

you can convert into revenue.  

If your referral fee is $100, you’ll need 10 people a day. This can be 
achieved through your Directory Referral program by getting 4 
advertisers to pay you $25 each per lead.  

Through Google’s Keyword Planner you can find out who these high 
paying advertisers are and contact them. With this kind of revenue 
generation you could easily afford to run classified ads to capture 
specific, targeted visitor traffic.  

              

Creating Pages 

 

One of the best and easiest ways          
of getting traffic to your website is         
by creating pages. 

This is something that you can do   
every day. 

Always keep in mind………. 

If you have more pages, you get more traffic.                                                                
If you have more traffic, you make more money. 
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                          Chapter 6                                                       

                              .                                         

………              Content Is King 
 
Create content related to your main keyword phrase is the 2

nd
 part of the 

formula to making money online. 

 

                       Formula For Making Money Online 

1.  Identify the keywords people are using for online searches.  

2.  Create content related to those keywords. 

3.  Make money by sending visitors to companies that pay you. 

If you have more pages, you get more traffic.                                                                
If you have more traffic, you make more money. 

 

The more pages you have, the more pages there are to be indexed by 
the search engines. The more pages you have indexed by the search 
engines, the more traffic you’ll get, the more traffic you get, the more 
money you’ll make. 

   You Can Create Your Own Pages 

Creating a page a day is what you want to 
strive for. You can create an unlimited number 
of pages from anywhere, at any time, even if 
you’re a one finger typist.                                                                                
.                                                                                
You can add your own content, pictures, 

videos, and links with the click of your mouse. You can create forms to 
collect any kind of visitor information and send out emails to your list of 
opt-ins without having to worry about having to pay a webmaster to do it 
for you. Plus, you’re in control of your revenue streams too. You can add 
Google ads, referral forms and affiliate links easily to any or all of your 
pages. You can do all of as easily as you can type. 
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               Your Competition Is At A HUGE Disadvantage 

Unfortunately, for other website owners adding pages and updating their 
content is a HUGE PROBLEM and very hard to overcome.  

My brother, Warren, also has his own website business and uses the 
Income Activator website program. I’ve never known him to hold back on 
his opinion and I asked him to email me his experience with creating 
pages and so forth. At that time he was attending Internet marketing 
seminars. Here’s what he wrote;  

I had attended yet another seminar and this one 
was on designing your website to accommodate 
an 'easy sales process' for the customer, along 
with getting traffic to your website.  

Several of us got together and thought that it 
would be a good idea to form a group, with each 
person having a specialty. One person would 
specialize in forms, another person in auto 
responders, etc. I was to handle the SEO. Within 2 

weeks we had 12 people all specializing in different areas meeting every 
second week through web conferencing. ALL of the people involved 
were far more technically advanced than I would ever even hope to be. 
To be honest, it was a bit intimidating.  

The first task at hand was to build your website with all the required 
elements that we had discussed in class, such as; adding content, 
pictures, videos, forms, an auto-responder, email messaging, and to 
make your pages SEO friendly for Google.  

All of us were using different website platforms. Being 'extremely' 
technologically challenged, I was using the Income Activator website 
builder and didn’t have to do any HTML coding to create my pages with 
the functions I wanted. I just typed in what I wanted and pressed save. 
Everything else, pictures, videos from YouTube, forms, auto-responders, 
names and email collection for messaging, and SEO functions, etc..., 
were all built in and idiot proof.  

Everyone else and I mean EVERYONE had to buy additional software 
that integrated into their particular website system. Some people couldn't 
even buy software that would integrate into their website platform, 
whereas I was just clicking on a save button and I was done. As a group 
they had to research, save up, purchase and install their new software, 
not just once, but for every single new module that they wanted to add.  
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As you can imagine I was getting a little frustrated as we were now 16 
weeks into this process and with the exception of myself, no one had a 
working system. They had spent 100's of man hours, all for something 
that I had completed in literally an hour or so. Virtually ALL of the 2 hour 
long conference meetings had to do with various types of software and 
integration methods, which were (1) way above my level of technical 
expertise, and (2) were completely unnecessary to me.  

Therefore, I quit what should have been a potentially 'great' network of 
people just in order to move forward and do some real Internet 
marketing.  

                                                                                                                       
.             Millions Of Websites Are Lost In Cyber Space              

                                                                                                                            
Even though there are millions of websites out there, your competition is 
lost. Most people who put up a website rarely touch it afterwards. It's like 
they bought a car, but don’t know how to drive it. If you don’t drive it, it 
doesn’t get you anywhere!  

Most website owners just cross their fingers and hope that their website 
brings them in money someday. It won’t.  

Even website owners that know they should be adding pages and 
updating their content to grow their website business, fall victim to 
webmasters who control their websites. They’re held hostage to do any 
kind of updates or marketing initiatives because of the high costs 
involved in changing their content or putting up new pages. 

          Unfortunately, unlike the movie Field Of Dreams…  

'If you build it they will come'...  ‘if it’s a website, they won't’.  

When your website is not active, and 
new pages are not added to it 
regularly, the search engines like 
Google, Yahoo and Bing won’t give it 
priority for online searches, and it will 
join the millions of other websites 
lost somewhere out in the corn fields 
of cyber space. 

Train The Search Engines To Index Your Pages Regularly  
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By adding new pages to your website, daily if possible, you train the 
search engines to come to your website regularly to index your new 
pages to be displayed for online searches.  

So if there’s a breaking news story that relates to 
your business, you can have a page up faster than 
some media networks, which the search engine 
will index immediately, and you’ll capture the 
search traffic of people wanting to know more 
about the story.  

              GoDaddy Goes Away      

For example, GoDaddy.com, a popular hosting 
company was attacked by hackers and millions 
of people’s websites were down.  

I put up a page about the hosting company 
Income Activator uses Codero.com, used by 
companies such as NBC News, Delta Airlines, 
and Expedia to name a few, because of its 
100% guaranteed up time.  

As a result, I captured some of this search traffic to my website where I 
recommended they switch a hosting service that’s not getting targeted by 
hackers. Your website is your business, and you can’t afford to mess 
around with low bandwidth and unreliable service.  

On the other hand, I recommend GoDaddy for domain registrations.  

     Your Website Is Built For You To Communicate To People 

Your website is your connection to millions of people, and you 
communicate to them by putting up pages relevant to what’s happening 
in the world around you, daily when possible. When you can do that, as 
easily as you can type, you become a force to be reckoned with.    

Let's face it... In a war, the guys with the machine guns are going to 
beat the guys with the bows and arrows every time. 

                                                       Hold Nothing Back 

When you’re creating your pages give every bit 
of knowledge and advice you have. Hold 
nothing back. The more you give, the more that 
comes back to you. Don’t hand your work over 
to somebody thinking that they will produce the 
magic, they won’t. 

http://x.co/pL0e
http://www.codero.com/
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Your content should include information related to your main keyword 
phrase. Each of your pages should include a revenue stream, or a link to 
your revenue stream.                                                                                                                          
.                                                                                                                                                     
.                Search Engines Love Authority Websites 

 

Search engines such as Google, Yahoo and Bing love authority websites 
which contain good information and tend to display them ahead of 
websites trying to sell someone something.                

                                                                                                                             
Create A Page A Day 

                                                                                                                             
An online business needs to be 
worked on daily. Remember, if you 
have more pages, you get more 
traffic, if you have more traffic, you 
make more money. 

Ultimately you should create a new 
page every business day. All you 
need to do is simply write a paragraph 
or two of some good original content.  

You can add picture, video and your Google ads with the click of your 
mouse. You can also place your opt-in form anywhere you want to on 
your page. Once you get into the routine creating a page a day, it’s quick 
and enjoyable to do.                                        

                                     When A Page Goes Viral 

Around the time Torstar was doing their due diligence, before the 
purchase of my company InsuranceHotline.com, they told me to ‘lay low’. 
Probably, so they didn’t have to pay more if my traffic began to increase, 
creating a surge in revenue. So I laid low, I thought. 

You never know what’s going to go BIG but I 

underestimated what can happen when a story 
goes viral, and the world wants to know about it.           

It all happened because I had one last axe to 
grind with the insurance industry before I sold 
my business to Torstar. I never felt it was right 
charging such high insurance rates to young 

drivers even when they were accident free.  

http://edge.affiliateshop.com/public/AIDLink?AID=127393&BID=12997
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I was told by the insurance industry that it was because young drivers 
statistically had more accidents than older drivers.  

Over the years I had captured a lot of driver data on my website, so I 
decided to compare 100,000 driver’s tickets and accidents to their ages. 
Then for fun, I took the same data and compared it to their astrological 
sign.  

                              The Results Were Shocking! 

There was only a 2.1% difference in accidents between the ages of 20 to 
40 years old, BUT a 40.3% difference in accidents between astrological 
signs.  

I put up a website page about this and I sent out a short email to the 
media saying;  

Insurance Companies Got It Wrong 

I believe insurance companies have it wrong when deciding rates based 
on age. Instead they should be basing their rates on the driver’s 
astrological sign!  

Stats from 100,000 drivers showed a negligible variance of only 2.1% of 
driver how had accidents between the ages of 20 to 40 years old. BUT 
there was a whopping 40.3% variance between the astrological signs for 
drivers who had accidents. 
 

                                                                                                                           
.             Going Viral 

                                                                                    
I did this for fun not expecting much 
of anything, but the story went viral 
and in one day I had over ONE 
MILLION visitors to my website! 

Sites like MSN bumped Brad and 
Angelina off their front page to feature 
my report. A friend from Spain called 
saying he heard my story translated 
in Spanish on TV. Universities called 
wanting me to further my study.  

Reader’s Digest did a full page 
spread in their ‘America’s 100 Best’ 

edition. CNN, FOX, CBC, BBC, and others all wanted interviews. Not 
surprisingly I also got a call from a VP at Torstar asking me…. “What 
didn’t I understand about laying low?!?!?”  
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.                         The Internet Is Your Resource  

You can get your ideas and information from the Internet.  

When I did this comparison of tickets and accidents I didn’t know much 
about astrology. My stats showed that Pisces got a lot of tickets, so when 
I Googled Pisces and it said they were the sign of the day dreamer, 
naturally if you’re day dreaming while driving you’re gonna get caught by 
speed traps! And is it just a coincidence that Aries, the sign of the ram is 
prone to accidents?   

It’s all about gathering information and presenting it to your target 
audience. Even though people could find the same information you find 
online, the MAGIC is that you’ve assembled it together for them in an 
interesting, or entertaining way.  

I took my notes and created a 
book called; Car Carma…      
and the inner driver.  

From there I created the website; 
CarCarma.com where both my 
eBook and soft cover version sell 
online. 

It’s the perfect gift to get a driver 
who just got a ticket or had an 
accident, as it probably wasn’t 
their fault… they were just under 
the influence of their astrological 
sign. 

Your Own Store & eBook 

                                                                                                                              
As I needed an online store with the ability to sell my eBook, I made sure 

to include an online store with your Income Activator website. You can 
sell any product or service through your online store. It calculates taxes 
and shipping rates, creates invoices, and allows your visitors to pay by 
check, PayPal, or by credit card. It also walks you through how to get a 
merchant account so you can accept credit card payments online. Plus 
you’re given eBook templates to create your own eBook to sell on your 
own online store as well. In fact, that’s how the eBook version of this 

book was created. You’re also shown how to create your own product 
line without costing you a dime. 

  
 

http://www.carkarma.com/
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Pages + Emails = $ 

                                                                                                                              
Every time I wanted to make an extra $2,000 or $3,000 I would create a 
page, and send out email to my list of opt-ins with a link my page about 
car insurance.  

Pretty boring stuff, unless your email says, click on this link to see the 
most Hilarious Driving Video EVER - 2 women duking it out in a parking 
lot! As people watch the video, read the content, they also click on links 
and complete forms that generate referral revenue.  

 

 

 

http://www.romanovreport.com/1983/A-small-mistake-that-can-equal-a-huge-insurance-headache.htm
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Related Keyword Phrases 

 

 

You can use ‘Related Keyword Phrases’ that you find using Google’s 
Keyword Planner to give you page ideas of what people are searching 
for. Here’s an example of the main keyword phrase; Stock Trading. 
The related keyword phrases give ideas of pages you can create based 
on the search traffic such as ‘penny stocks’. 

You Then WASH, RINSE & REPEAT Every Day 

Every day if possible, add a new website page with good original 
content. On average a page should contain between 350 to 500 words, 
but there are no rules. Your pages should include a picture and a video 
whenever possible. You can put up a quick page with a video you find 
online with a click of your mouse, and add a brief description of what the 
video is about in less than 15 minutes. You should also link to your new 
pages from either your front page or from your Articles & Video Index 
page to improve your SEO.  

                                                                                                                                
.                Any new page is better than no page at all. 
 

……                           
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                                    Tell A Friend Feature 

Your site also comes with a feature that allows your visitor to tell a friend 
about your website, who tells their friend to check it out, and hopefully 
one of those friends is Oprah!  

  

 

30% of my visitor traffic came from visitors referring their friends and 
family to my website. 

                                                                                                                                         
.      Opt-In Forms Are A HUGE Part Of Making Money Online                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                       
Your opt-in forms allow you to have interested visitors give you their 
contact information. To encourage your visitors to enter in their 
information you can give them a compelling reason to do so.  

                        Make Your Opt-In Offer Irresistible  

 

When you capture the right visitor with the right opt-in offer you can find 
yourself sending out one email to 100,000 people, inviting them to view a 
page you just created.  

When I started capturing people’s names and email addresses form my 
opt-in form, within a year I built up a list of subscribers most newspapers 
would envy.  

You could entice them with an insider’s report, a MUST SEE video, a top 
10 list, an eBook, or a free voucher for something they’d want. Ideally, 
you’d like to have your visitors opt-in to receive daily updates from you.  

Think about making a daily offer to get your visitors opt-in to your 
subscriber list, like; 

..Learn Something New Every Day 

                                                            
……..Thoughts In Your Inbox  

                                                                   
……Today’s Giveaways & Sales 

                                                                                    
.         Think of creating an opt-in offer from your own perspective.  
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If you were sent a daily email with a link to a page, what would make you 
want to open the email and click on the link? What if you sent it to a 
friend? Would they open it, and send it on to their friends?  

Be creative. This works for any industry. It could be…  

Weather related - World’s top news story - A video that makes them 
laugh – What happened on this day in history - Who’s celebrating their 
birthday – What you can do today lose weight – Joke of the day – 
Today’s tax tip - How to eat better – Foods to avoid – How to think like a 

lawyer - Inspirational quotes– How to look 
younger – Today’s stock tip – Insider news 
tip – Astrology – Who’s having sales today – 
The good, bad and the ugly of today’s 
politics – Creative renovation ideas – How to 
engage your child – What you can do today 
to be happier…. 

Did you know over 16 million people a month 
search online for information on How to be 
Happy? For me, I watch funny dog videos. 
And according to Google, 26 million other 
people a month do too!  

                                  Ask & You Shall Receive 

You can also have a question in your opt-in form that asks your visitors if 
they want to share their experience with others. Your form also has a 
function that allows your visitor to send you a picture or document. Now 
your visitors are supplying you with ideas, and good original content for 
your website. You should also ask your visitors what they want, and you 
won’t constantly have to be the all-knowing creative genius. 

I do that with my dog’s website, WhoLetTheDogIn.com because my 
dog’s illiterate. I love the pictures and entertaining stories I get from his 
visitors to his website.  

Your opt-in forms also give you valuable visitor feedback, and you can 
customize your questions simply by typing in what you want to ask. You 
can even use your forms to collect survey data.  

When your visitors enter in their names and email addresses they’re 
automatically entered into a mailing list in your website’s messaging 
service allowing you to send emails to these visitors and market to them 
later. 

 

http://www.wholetthedogin.com/
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………….Emails Are A HUGE Part Of Making Money 

                                                                                                                 
Ideally these people who complete your opt-in form would enjoy 
receiving free, easy to digest information on a topic they’re interested in, 
every day! Or you can send out an email weekly, or whatever you’re 
most comfortable with. It’s your business. However, when you begin to 
see how much money sending an email out to your list can generate, 
you’ll be trying to figure out how to do this every day!  

                            Emails Keep Your List Engaged  

                                                                                                                         
All you need to do is write a short email, like the kind you’d send to a 
friend, and include a link to your new page, with an enticing reason for 
them to click on the link to check out your page.  

One email can be sent to your entire list of visitor opt-ins, addressing 
everyone by their first name for a more personal touch.                                       

                                                                           
.            Your Daily Routine 

Creating a new page and sending out an 
email to your list daily is ultimately what 
you want to strive for. You can time your 
email to go out overnight so that it will be 
waiting for your subscribers when they 
start their day. 

                                                                                                             
Sending out emails to your opt-in list will get you instant visitor traffic to 
your website page.  

                                        Wash, Rinse & Repeat 

Develop a routine whereby every day you create a new page and send 
out an email to your opt-in list with a link to it.  

The traffic you’ll get from email marketing, the Tell A Friend feature, and 
what the search engines deliver will begin to earn you $100’s and then 
$1,000’s of dollars a month from people clicking on your ads. 

Check Your Visitor Traffic & Revenue Daily 

Through a free program called Google Analytics, 
you can see the number of people that come to 
your website.  
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I talk more about this program in the last chapter, and the marketing 
section shows you how to use it goes through its full range of benefits.  

You can login to your Google AdSense and see how much click revenue 
you’re making on a daily basis.    

Rome Wasn’t Built In A Day & Your Website Won’t Be Either 
 

                                                                                                                    
Creating a website that makes you money is easy to do, but it takes 
some time to build momentum.  

You can start off slowly, maybe one new page a week, and send an 
email to your opt-in list once a month. When you get comfortable you can 
gradually work this into a daily routine.  

That being said, the learning curve is fast, and the faster you go the 
faster you’ll start generating revenue. 
 

        Go getters could be in the swing of things immediately.  
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                          Chapter 7                                                       

                              .                                         

………                Website Setup 

Many people don’t know what a website actually costs and what needs 
to done to run an online business. You may feel baffled by the tech talk 
of web designers and programmers when they try to explain what they're 
doing and why. I can help make sense of it. 

There are 3 Cost Components 

1. A Website  

2. Hosting  

3. Domain Name 

                                                                   .                                                                                                                                      
.                                           Your Website 

Creating a website can cost $100s, even $1,000s of dollars, as you read 
from Jimmy’s experience. Your Income Activator’s website includes all 
the components for making money online. After selling my website to 
Torstar, I needed to build another website. 

I looked around at my options. There was nothing out there where I could 
simply type in what I wanted, that included all the components   I needed 
for making money online. That’s how Income Activator came to be. Now 
you too can enjoy the freedom that I have by running your own 
successful online business.                                                                                                     
.                                                                                                                                 
.              
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Customize Your Website The Way You Want It 

Your website is easy to customize yourself. Below are some examples of 
do-it-yourself websites. If you don’t want create your website’s look and 
feel, a web designer can do it using HTML code, and you can then go in 
and create your own pages, and do your own updates simply by typing in 
what you want.  
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Get Your Website At IncomeActivator.com 

                                                                                                                                   
When you go to IncomeActivator.com to get your website, it comes with 
8 pages, and opt-forms to collect visitor information. You create your own 
password that you use to login and customize your website. You can 
hide your pages while you’re working on them, delete them or add as 
many new pages as you wish.  

                                       Front Page Set Up 

Below is what your starter website looks like before you begin to add 
content and customize it with your own look and feel. But here are the 
basics: 

Website Title – When you go to get your website you’ll be asked to 
enter in a Website Title. This title can be your business name or a couple 
of words describing what your website is about. You can easily change 
your website title when you login. 

Menu Title – This is what will appear on the navigational bar linking to 
your other website pages. This is where you would want to use 1 or 2 
keywords to describe each page. 

Home Page Title – This describes what your home page is about. This 
is where your main keyword phrase should be.  

Welcome Message – This should address your visitor’s search inquiry, 
while leading them to your revenue stream. .                                        

http://www.incomeactivator.com/
http://www.incomeactivator.com/
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                                         Opt-In Forms 

All pages come with a form allowing 
your visitors to enter in their name, 
email address, and send you any 
questions or comments. This is 
known as an opt-in form. 

Your visitor’s names and email 
addresses are automatically 
collected in your messaging section 
which allows you to easily send 
emails out them.  

                                         Tell A Friend 

Your Tell A Friend feature is on every page, where your visitors can 
easily also share your website on various social media sites like 
Facebook and Twitter. 

   

 

                                 Pictures & Videos 

Your front page should include 
either a picture or video that relates 
to your main keyword phrase so 
your visitors can instantly see that 
they've landed on a website based 
on their search term.  

Surprisingly, you can use pictures 
and videos you find online.  

Your marketing section shows you 
where to get free stock images and where to find up and coming viral 
videos you can put on your website. And YES… you can put YouTube 
videos on your website. There’s a ‘SHARE’ button on YouTube that 
allows you to do this with the click of your mouse.  

Why you ask? People put videos on YouTube for exposure. It doesn’t 
really matter whether they’re watched on YouTube, or on someone’s 
website.   

Search engines display website pages with pictures ahead of pages 
without pictures, and pages with videos ahead of pages with pictures. 
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Some people think this is because Google bought YouTube and is trying 
to promote the use of videos on websites. Who knows, who cares? As 
long as you know what works in grabbing visitor traffic. 

Adding pictures to your website gets you traffic from Google’s ‘Image 
Search’. Uploading videos to ‘YouTube’ can also get you traffic from 
YouTube’s search engine. How this is done is explained in your 
marketing section. 

                                       Don’t Be Faceless 

When you have an authority website, do not make it a faceless identity. 
Put your picture on the front page. This works wonders.  

It makes your visitors confident that 
you are backing what they're reading.  

This increases the power of your 
recommendations dramatically. The 
best of both worlds is to have your 
image as the cover page to your 
video.  

Adding pictures and videos is easy to 
do, and the learning curve showing you how to do this is only a few 
minutes. You only need to watch a quick video in your marketing section 
and you’ll be an instant pro. In your marketing section, it even shows you 
how to get free visitor traffic from visitors sending your website to their 
friends.  

Simple stuff like babies talking can bring in huge visitor traffic. This 
example of go about creating your own videos. 

 

Viral Videos 

 

You’re also shown where to go to find 
new up and coming viral videos.  

If you have good viral videos on your 
website you can get a lot of Babies 
Talking on YouTube has had over 45 
million views (all you need to do is 
give birth to twins). 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JmA2ClUvUY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JmA2ClUvUY
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                                                  Links                                                                              

Your pages also include links that direct your visitors to other pages 
within your website. This is called internal linking. When clicked on they 
send your visitors to another page within your website.  

You can also link to another website entirely. This is called external 
linking.  

You can also have a link open up in a new window. This allows your 
visitor to remain on your website, while referencing another website like 
Wikipedia. Plus, adding a link to an authority website, like Wikipedia, 

adds credibility to your 
website in the eyes of your 
visitors and the search 
engines. 

Links are usually underlined 
and in blue text. So it’s not 
recommended that you 
make your regular text in 
blue, as visitors may click on 
your text and think your links 
are broken. 

 

 

                     Links & Search Engine Optimization 

Addling links from one page to another in your website is good for visitor 
navigation and adds to your search engine optimization (SEO).  

SEO is the process of making your website VISIBLE to the search 
engines through good original content, and using keywords in your titles, 
links and pictures.  

When you link from one page to another, you should describe the page 
you’re linking to in the link text. For example, instead of saying ‘click 
here’ use relevant keywords to describe the page you’re linking to.  

Do This - Want to Donate A Car? 

Not This - To Donate A Car, Click here.  

This tells both the search engines and your visitors what your page is 
about you’re linking them to. The search engines take this ‘link text’ and 
add it to their indexing for online searches.       
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                                           Back Links 

When websites and blogs add links to your website it increases your 
website’s credibility in the eyes of the search engines. These are known 
as back links or inbound links. 

This comes naturally as you create interesting pages, ideally using 
original photos and your own videos. 

However, an incredibly effective way to get HUGE brownie points with 
search engines from back links is when the media links to you. When 
you’re email out interesting story ideas to the editors of various media 
outlets, and they use your story and put it online, you can ask them to 
link to your website. The media is completely open to this. 

In fact, you can even give them the description 
you want them to use in their ‘text link’ that 
links back to your website. You’ll want to give 
them the keyword you believe people will be 
using for their online searches to find the 
story. I didn’t know how effective this could be 
until CNN linked to my website. Suddenly, my 

website was coming up at the top of the search engines everywhere for 
online searches related to my keywords. 

 

                                        Your Website Pages  

Your website also comes with an Articles & Video section which includes 
5 subpages, all with opt-in forms, and a Tell A Friend feature. 

You can copy these 
pages and use them to 
create new pages. 

You can simply add a 
video, picture, content, 
Google ads, affiliate 
links or a referral form 
that sends leads to 
companies that pay 
you.   
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…                          Logging Into Your Website 

                                                                                                                     
When you login to the back door of your website you will see your 
Content Editor. There are only 2 main things that you need to know.  

1. Create A Page - The left is where you create your pages. 

2. Page Directory - The right is where your pages are listed by title. 

You begin by typing in a ‘Search Term’ people would use to find your 
page. There’s a link to the Google’s Keyword Planner to make sure this 
term is being used for online searches. This search term, or keyword 
phrase is what’s indexed by the search engines, along with your Menu 
Title, Page Title, and Content. 

Next, is where you describe your page to the search engines to be 
displayed in their search results, instead of them pulling random content 
from your page. This is your ‘sales pitch’ giving people a reason to click 
to get to your website. 

Then type in your content and click save. Your page is immediately 
visible online, unless you click to hide it. Your new page will be listed in 
your Page Directory to the right. To edit your page, click on the Page 
Title and it will open on the left side of your Content Editor. 
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.                            Links - Pictures - Videos  

                                                                                                                             
In your Content Editor there are icon buttons for adding Links, Pictures 
and Videos.  

All you do is click on the icon and copy in the page address you want to 
link to. Copy the video code you get from YouTube, or select the picture 
you want displayed on your website’s page.  

There are videos in your marketing section showing exactly how to do 
this every step of the way.   

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                      
..                                         Get Mobile  

You can also create a mobile version of your website that will appear 
when someone visits your website on a smart phone or tablet.  

You cannot ignore mobile visitors as almost 40% of North Americans 
have a smart phone or tablet.  

There are four times as many 
mobile phones sold as PCs.  

Almost half of North Americans own 
a smartphone. 

In the marketing section you’re 
shown how to create your mobile 
website quickly and easily. 

All you need to do now is get your 
website, hosting and   domain 
name.  

 

.                    
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Additional Functions 

                                                                                                                                   
All your website programs in your Content Editor are all accessible 
through your top bar navigation.  

 

It takes you through; 

- Creating pages for your website and mobile viewers 

- Creating and editing forms and storing your data collection 

- Adding picture albums and videos 

- Allowing for visitor comments like a blog 

- Creating password protected member’s sections 

- Email messaging 

- Your online store and eBook creation 

- Your Pay Per Click, Lead and Directory Referrals Programs 

- Adding Twitter and Facebook feeds  

- The Marketing Strategies 

Every section includes videos and screen shots on how to operate each 
function to create a website that makes you money.    

You can login to your Income 
Activator website from anywhere, at 
any time.  

You can create new pages, SEO 
them, add pictures, videos, forms, 
collect data, email out to your list of 
opt-ins and link them back to the 
page you created that has PPC links, 
and referral forms that generate you 
revenue.   
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.                                   Hosting & Domain Name 

Your only two expenses are hosting, which connects your website to the 
Internet, and purchasing your Domain Name.  

Income Activator has packaged your hosting cost together with online 
support, domain connection, requests for personal and business email 
accounts, and free website upgrades.  

After that, two free programs you’ll want to add to your website are; 

1. Google Analytics – This tracks your visitor traffic. 

2. Google Webmaster Tools – This reports page errors and broken 
links.  

These programs are free and you’re shown how to add them to your 
website in your marketing section.    

                              Your Income Activator Package  

Income Activator has packaged together 
your hosting to ensure your website is not 
compromised by dropped connections, low 
storage space, or bandwidth limits. 

All of Income Activator websites are 
hosted through Codero.com because of 
their 100% guaranteed uptime and 
unlimited storage space and bandwidth 
supporting your ability to create an 
unlimited number of pages, and add an 

unlimited number of pictures and videos. It would be impossible for us to 
provide online support and updates when websites are all on different 
hosting services. Everyone needs to be on the same page, so to speak.   

Hosting Company - Codero has been around since 1992. Other 
companies using Codero are NBC News, Delta Airlines, and Expedia to 
name a few.  

Free Upgrades - In the world of the Internet this is huge! This includes 
upgrades to the website features and tools, as well as updates and 
additions to the marketing strategies. Things keep changing faster than a 
fat kid on a candy. You don’t have to pay for any of the cool stuff added 
to Income Activator; you just get notified it’s there.  

                    Your total cost is only $30 a month. That's it.  

http://www.codero.com/
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Plus, there are no penalties for leaving. If you ever want to use another 
website program, you have the option of transferring your website’s 
content over. There’s absolutely no risk to you financially, I guarantee it. 
Remember the days when starting a business meant renting office 
space. Virtual real estate is the cheapest way to launch a business, while 
inviting the world to your doorstep.  

                         

                            Choosing Your Domain Name 

When you get your website, you'll be able 
to see it online. However, you'll want to 
get a Domain Name for your website.  

This is what a person would type into their 
browser address bar for your website to 
come up.   

All you need to do to get a domain name is go to a registrar like 
GoDaddy.com and enter in a name you’d like for your website. Instantly, 
it will tell you if it's available.          
DO NOT pay more than $20.00 per year for your Domain Name, or pay 
for any extras. Your Income Activator website builder comes with 
everything you need.  

 

 

 

I was listening to a friend of mine on the 
phone registering a domain name and the 
operator was talking him into $450 worth of 
extras, which he was about to pay. 

 I yelled; “STOP!!! Just buy the domain name 
for $20 that’s all you need and dinner’s on 
you!”  

Always register your domain name for at 

http://x.co/pL0e
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least a 2 year period as this tells the search engines you’re serious about 
your website business, and it’s not just a fly by night venture.  

                              Selecting Your Domain Name  

The domain name that’s attached to your website is also known as a 
URL, which describes what your website is about to the search engines.  

Ideally, you want a domain name that describes what your website is 
about, that’s memorable and ends in .com. No one ever got rich selling a 
.net domain. 

For instance, a domain name like 
BlueBuffalo.com is not about 
depressed buffalos.  

This is an example of how to confuse 
the search engines. It’s actually a 
website that sells dog food. 

You have the option of attaching a 
descriptive, keyword rich domain name 
to your website and point other domain 
names to it. 

In this example NaturalDogFoods.com would have been a better 
description for the search engine than Blue Buffalo. 

If the .com exchange is taken, you could use another exchange like .net, 
.ca, .org, .tv, or .biz as the search engines don’t add any weight to what 
exchange it is. Then you would point your ‘Blue Buffalo Domain Name’ to 
your keyword rich ‘Natural Dogs Foods Domain Name’. 

      Register Your Name               

In this world of identity theft you’ll 
want to register your own name as a 
domain name before someone else 
registers it and uses it for nefarious 
purposes.  

You can then simply tell people to 
type in your name to get to your 
website. Then ask you registrar to 
point your domain name to your 
website’s domain name. 

http://www.bluebuffalo.com/
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If your name is already taken, then try to get a variance of your name, 
i.e. JohnWSmith.com or JSmith.com.  

You can find out who owns your name by going to WhoIsSource.com 
and typing your name into their search box. You can also try to contact 
the person that owns your name and ask them if they would sell it to you.  

 

 

 

 

                               Your Country's Exchange  

Even though you should always get 
a .com extension for your 
memorable domain you may also 
wish to purchase your country's 
exchange;  

Canada: .CA 

United States: .US                                                             

United Kingdom: .CO.UK.  

If you don't, and your website becomes well known, someone may pick 
up your domain name under your country’s exchange and ‘pick up’ your 
visitor traffic too.  

 

Be Careful 

Be careful how your domain name looks like when all the words are 
together with no spaces. All of these are legitimate companies that didn't 
know to do this. You can't make this stuff up. 

WhoRepresents.com is where you can find agents representing 
celebrities, NOT representing ladies of the night: 
www.WhorePresents.com. 

PenIsland.net is where you go when you’re looking for a Great Pen. But 
it can be read as: www.PenisLand.net. 

TherapistFinder.com is where you go if you’re in the need of a 
Therapist. But it could be read as: www.TheRapistFinder.com.  

http://www.whois.sc/
http://www.whorepresents.com/
http://www.penisland.net/
http://www.therapistfinder.com/
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Always look at your domain name’s other spellings so you’re website is 
never reference this way in an Internet book of what not to do. 

                                        Your Visitor Traffic 

An important component to running 
a successful online business is in 
knowing the visitor traffic you’re 
getting to your website every day. 

          Google Analytics  

Google Analytics is a free service 
that reports the visitor traffic to your 
website. You’re shown how to 

register and add Google Analytics to your website in your marketing 
section. 

Google Analytics gives you the following information;    

1. The number of visitors that come to your website and which pages 
they’ve visited.  

Once you know how many visitors it takes to produce an income, it's 
simply a numbers game to figure out how much money you want to 
make. For example, if 100 people came to your website and 25 of those 
visitors generated you $50, you can project that 200 people could 
generate you $100. 

2. The search terms people are using to find your website. 

3. How long visitors are staying on your website and the time spent on 
each page. 

4. Your bounce rate of visitors that stayed on your website for less than 5 
seconds. If you have a high bounce rate, it means that what your visitors 
are searching for isn't matching what your website is about, or they can't 
find it quickly.  

                               Google Analytics Report 

Here’s an example of a report from Google Analytics showing traffic to 
this website from December 1st to the 10th.  

This report shows that this website was Visited 809 times. Of that there 
were 674 unique or first time visitors which generated 3,746 page views. 
This means one visitor could have viewed 30 pages; however the 
average pages visited per visitor was about 5 pages (4.63).  
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The average visitor stayed just over 3 minutes (3:11). 55.38% of people 
that landed on this website left within 5 seconds of getting there. 78.62% 
of this website’s traffic was from new visitors and 21.38% are from 
returning visitors.  

Revenue - You would then look at your Google AdSense or your Income 
Activator Referral Revenue to see how much money these 674 unique 
visitors generated. 

 

 
Google Webmaster Tools 

You should also know if any of your website 
pages have errors that stop them from being 
indexed by the search engines. As this means 
they won’t get displayed for online searches. 

Google Webmaster Tools is a free program that 
provides you with reports on your website’s 
visibility on Google’s search engines.  

It also shows you what pages have, and haven’t 
been indexed by Google. Once they’re indexed 

by Google, it should clear up any problems that the other search engines 
may have for displaying your page(s) for online searches too. 
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Further, Google’s Webmaster Tool shows you if there are any page 
errors Google has encountered, such as a 'Page Not Found' or ‘Broken 
Links’. Once you fix it you can resubmit it to be indexed to be displayed 
for online searches. Your marketing section shows you what to do to get 
your pages indexed. However, eventually the search engines will crawl 
your website and index your pages automatically.  

Here’s an example of a Webmaster Tool’s report showing that this 
website has 4 page errors and 22 pages (known as URLs) have been 
submitted to Google’s search engine to be indexed. Only 5 pages have 
been indexed.   

 
 
You’ll want Google to encounter as few errors as possible. Therefore, 
you should check these reports weekly to make sure that no problems 
exist and all your website's content is being indexed. 
             

Your Internet Marketing Resource 

 

Internet Marketing is something you can 
spend an eternity exploring, testing and 
working on, but it all comes down to 2 
things.  

1. Getting visitors to your website. 

2. Getting your visitors to do an action 
that makes you money. 

That's it!  

When you get your website you should go straight to your marketing 
section as it walks you through everything you need to know about 
creating a website that makes you money.  
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Here’s a quick overview of what your marketing section covers. 

How To Customize Your Website 

- Create content and add templates 
- Add pictures, videos, and links 
- Create mobile pages 
- Change colors, title, add a logo 
- Create or delete forms, view data collection  
- Create and send emails through your messaging service 
- Use online support, Google support and FTC compliance rules 

GET RICH… By Telling People Where To Go  

- Be paid by injecting your website into the buying process 

Do What You Love, Love What You Do 

- How to have a website you’re passionate about 
- Advantages of target marketing 
- Setting goals 

Get Your Website Displayed For Online Searches 

- How to do keyword research 
- How to use Google’s Keyword Planner 
- Advantages of focusing on long tailed keyword phrases 
- The power of recommendations  

Your Website’s Domain Name 

- How to select and have your domain name attached to your website 

Creating Pages To Capture Online Search Traffic 

- Creating a sales path 
- How to optimize your content, pictures, links and videos for the search 
engines. 
- Establishing a daily routine 

Creating Revenue Through Recommendations 

- How to use Google AdSense 
- How to create your own pay per click, lead and directory referrals 
- How to find advertisers 

Additional Revenue Streams 

- How to make money from affiliates                                                                  
- How to make money from Income Activator’s affiliate program 
- How to create and charge for memberships 
- Creating your own product line for free 
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- Writing and selling your own eBook and soft cover book online 
- Creating an online store 
- Creating payment options with PayPal  
- How to apply or add your own credit card merchant account  

You can check out the fun filled website for dog lovers; 
WhoLetTheDogIn.com that has all 10 revenue streams activated.  

Marketing Strategies 

- Avoid getting banned from Google 
- Monitor visitor traffic with Google Analytics 
- Monitor page errors with Webmaster Tools 
- Get a business email, and cards 
- Create a privacy policy 
- Add Google Places and Google Maps 
- 50 ways of getting free visitor traffic 
- Social media marketing 
- Article marketing 
- Email marketing 
- Selling through promotional partners 
- How to get media attention 

Computer Set Up  

- How to make your website your home page, and why 
- Adding Google’s Tool Bar and as your default search engine 
- Maximize your working area and adjusting your page size 

So That’s it…all this for free! 

 

http://wholetthedogin.com/
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You Now Have The Formula To Making Money Online…                                                    
.              Plus The Website To Make It Happen! 

So drive your website like you would      
a race car. 

Take it out and drive it every day.      

Push it to its limits.  

Create new pages. See how much 
traffic you get and which visitors made 
you money and how you made it. 

If everything seems under control… you’re not going fast enough.  

The next day take what you’ve learned and create more pages. 

When you hear a breaking news story related to your business, then 
create a page about it. As the news story develops you could be one of 
the first pages displayed for online searches! Think about it, you can 
promote your website through news stories. The media can become your 
marketing department. Plus, the people that work at the media networks 
searching online for authority figures may call you for your comments.  

As you’re getting more and more visitors giving you their names and 
email addresses, send an email out to them daily if possible with a link 
back to a new website page containing pay per click ads, affiliate links, 
and referral forms. Include a viral video that your visitors will want to 
send to their friends, who will send it to their friends, and so on.  

Here’s a great example of a homemade video of Denver, the guilty dog 
who ripped into the ‘kitty treats’ package and caught the attention of 
Good Morning America!   

Your emails to your opt-in list could be as simple, yet enticing as this: 

Subject: Why Mr. Fix-It & Mr. Perfectionist Don't Get Along. 

Let's say that Mr. Fix-It and Mr. Perfectionist  
both decided to start an online business.  

A year later, who do you think is miserable and broke...  
and who is happy and rolling in cash? 

The answer may astonish you... while giving you                                                                             
the insight to start rocking your own online biz success. 
 
Click on the link below to find out the answer.                                                       
In this case you simply have to scroll down to the next page... 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3f-r_odJ5k
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Perfectionism Will Break The Bank Every Time  

Mr. Perfectionist’s finished website may approach a sort of 
awesomeness, but it’s almost never perfect. Even leaders in the industry 
like Google.com, Amazon.com and Apple.com known for producing lush, 
slick, technically seamless websites get there through years of changes, 
fixes, and misfires. 

The key to creating a website that makes money is accepting that some 
parts will be thrown together (like this book) while other parts are 
perfected only over time.  

Realizing that making money online is achieved through a constant 
process of FIXING things should make you FEARLESS about starting 
your website now. You're freed from having to know precisely what 
you're doing or where you're going to end up... 

Instead, just get busy immediately and never hesitate to make mistakes 
or wander off into dark alleys (metaphorically speaking), because going 
from inception to a finished website is NEVER a straight clean line.                    

                             So, you have to draw a line somewhere… 
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Get your website now by going to IncomeActivator.com and enter in your 
name, email address and a website title that you just make up…..       
and don't worry you can FIX the title when you login!  
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